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ANNOUNCEMENT

Loaf white bread, Mrs. Oren
Next Saturday begins the J.
Dark loaf cake, Mrs. Abbott. Pledge Card Campaign, planned
Layer cake, Mrs. S. B. Doug- by
the government, when every
KILLED
ESTANCIA flUH las.
housewife will be asked to sign a
- crust pie, Mrs. Bretz.
pledge card to testify that she
2- - crust pie, Mrs. Bretz.
The dead body of J. W. Boston
on her part is willing and ready
Following is a list of the premin
White embroidery, Mrs. Sen- - to serve her country in the most was found last Frida in the road
ium winners at the Estancia Val- ter.
Lucy.
his
home
of
northeast
ley Fair.
It has been quite a Colored embroidery, Mrs. Sen-te- r. effective way that she is able, near
Apparently he had been run
namely by the practice of wistask to assemble this informadom and economy in the selec- over by a wagon. The neck
tion, and there may be mistakes
Fine crochet, Mrs. Short.
lower
broken,
the
tion, preparation and conserva- was
we
so
will
If
and ommlssions.
Coarse crochet, Mrs. Comer.
tion of food.
The schools have jaws crushed, and there was a
be glad to make correction.
Tatting, Miss Noel Daugherty. been asked to cooperate with the long gash on top of the head.
REGISTERED CATTLE.
Hand crochet rug, Mrs. Porter. government in this campaign.
It is believed he was killed on
Bull 2 years and over, J. B.
Pieced quilt, Mrs. Sarah Evans.
To introduce the campaign, a his way home from Lucy
Bowman first and second.
Display fancy work, Mrs. Mary
patriotic meeting will be held by
Bull 1 year and under 2, R. E. Tracy.
The known facts as reported to
the school at the Pastime Theatre
Burrus, first, J. B. Bowman
Display canned fruit,
Mrs. hall Saturday
paper are as follows:
this
M.
3
o'clock
P.
at
second.
Mary Tracy.
He was in Lucy Wednesday,
The students will take part with
Bull calf born 1917, polled J.
No second premium was of bringing
and patriotic recitations. where he purchased some gro
B. Bowman first, horned J. B. fered in
this department on any- We will also have present the ceries and left for home shortly
Bowman second.
thing except butter.
As far as now
Pool sisters who have already before noon.
Heifer 2 years and under 3, J.
Checks for the prize winners gained a reputation in this town, known this was the last seen of
second.
B. Bowman first and
have been left at Estancia Sav one as a musician and the other him alive.
HERE'S A PICTURE FOR YOU THAT TELLS THE WHOLE
Heifer 1 year and under 2, R. ings Bank.
STORY. AND IT HAPPENS.
Winners are reOn Friday George Edmonds,
E. Burrus first", J. B. Bowman quested to call and get their as a reader. We have attempt
IF HE HAD MONEY IN THE BANK NOW HE WOULDN'T BE
ed to secure the Honorable Ralph who lives two or three miles dis
SO DISCOURAGED.
IT WOULD CARRY HIM OVER UNTIL HE
second.
9
nhanlra
place
to
to
went
GOT
ANOTHER JOB OR IT MIGHT SET HIM UP IN SOME LITBoston's
tant
C. Ely of Santa Fe, who is the
Heifer calf 1917, J. B. Bow- AGRICULTURE AND
TLE
DO A LOT OF THINGS, THAT'S
BUSINESS.
IT
MIGHT
State Food Administrator, to borrow a wagon, and found the WHAT IT IS FOR.
man first and second.
HORTICULTURE come and speak for us, but have body. The indications were that
YOU
SHOULD
AN
ACCOUNT
START
IN OUR BANK AND HAVE
GRADE CATTLE.
NO FEAR 0 THE FUTURE.
D. H. McDonald, popcorn sea not yet heard whether he can there had been a
The
L,
over,
B.
years
and
Bull 2
COME TO OUR BANK.
ond, potatoes second,
come. At any rate, we will have wagon was demolished and the
Hues first, Henry Cox second.
Georgia Norwood,
cucumber some public speaker present who broken parts scattered, and
Bull 2 years and under, J, M. first.
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SHELTON
can place before the students some ties which apparently had
Spruill first.
Mrs. O. L. Pollard, turnips secDR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY.
and the people the real nature of been on the wagon were scatBull calf 1917, B. L. Hues first
ond, cabbage first, sunflowers
the problem which we are called tered about the vicinity. The
and second.
first, peas first.
harness also was torn to pieces.
upon to help solve.
SOUR
STOMACH.
Cow 2 years and over, Henry
Notic
Walter Martin, peaches second,
We wish to see as many as One of the mules was found with
Eat slowly, masticate your food thorCox first, John Brittain second.
will
Drug
I
secCo.
be
yellow
Estancia
at
corn
white corn first,
portions of the harness still
oughly,
from meat for a few
Heifer 2 years and under, Hen- ond, best variety of corn first, possible of the town and country
Store every Saturday and get days and abstain
in most cases the soar stompeople present. D. E. Erickson. hanging.
ry Cox first, B. L. Hues second. canteloupe
clock
repair
watches
and
for
left
first, onion first,
An inquest was held before and return them for delivery ach will disappear. If it does not, take
CATTLE SWEEPSTAKES.
one of Chamberlain's Tableta immedilargest variety and quality first, NEW M'INTOSH
Maloney
Lucy,
a
of
Justice
and
BRAN
following
Saturday.
the
Fifteen ately aftir
Bull over 2 years old, J. B
supper.
Bed meats are
best variety, display and quality
years
experience.
right.
wi,th
Prices
most likely to cause sonr stomach and
Bran from new crop wheat is verdict found in accordance
Bowman first, B. L Hues second. first, display first, display second.
will
be
Your
appreciated.
work
you may find it best to cut them out.
The supply the foregoing.
now being made.
Bull under 2 years, J. B. BowD. H. Cowley,
stock beets
The body was brought here D. W. Jones.
be limited not enough to
man first, Burrus and Spruill sec- first, sugar beets second, bundle will through
the season. This is Saturday night and Sunday it
last
ond.
of alfalfa first, wheat first, peas of very superior quality, com- was. shipped to Gordonsville, VirI C. A. BURRUSS,
President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
Female over 2 years, J. B. first.
monly known as white, or mill ginia, his
home, for burial,
J. N. BURTON. Vice President
former
buy
now. Get
bran.
run
Bowman first and second.
Better
Directors: Willie Elgin,
H. C. Keen,
Robert Lynn,
F. W. Laws, bundle of oats it from your local merchant if he in accordance with instructions
Heifer under 2 years, Henry first.
F. T. Meadows
we will see that from a son and daughter who
not,
it.
has
If
B.
R.
E.
and
Cox first,
J.
Burrus
'
Mrs. Fred Ayers, tomatoes you are supplied. Kemp Bros, in live at that place.
Bowman second.
TALK IS THE CHEAPEST THING ON EARTH
Estancia are handling this bran.
second.
Mr. Boston lived alone on a
Five heifers, Henry Cox first,
E. H. Ayers. Owner Mcintosh
Mrs. Alice Kellogg, peaches
P. 0. ad- homestead which he deeded sev
Roller Flour Mills.
R. E. Burrus second.
It is daily offered you in every conceiveable manner, GRATIS, in fact,
first.
eral years ago, and had a bunch
dress, Estancia, N. M.
forced upon you whether you will or not.
HORSES.
W. Henley, Pinto beans
J.
It is useless for us to try to convince you of our intentions through this
of live stock.
Colt 1917, W. B. Price first, R.
LIVE STOCK NOTICE
space. No business or.individual is judged by words either uttered or writfirst.
is
said
mules
he
the
It
that
ten, rather by acts.
What we have done is ancient history, what we inE. Burrus second, S. N. Shirley
Estancia, N. M , Oct. 18. 1917. drove were wild and hard to
A. A. Hine, cauliflower first,
tend to do may interest you to some extent, but you nor your neighbor
third.
care
so
much
for
every
either
ancient or coming events, but THE PRESENT.
on
and
now.
each
From
tomatoes first.
manage, and most people with
If we promise you good service for future fulfillment, we have possibly
Mare and 2 colts, R. E. Burrus
T. M. Dodds, cabbage second, person of the village of Estancia whom we have talked about it
consoled you; if we remind you of passed favors we have belittled ouris hereby appointed pound mas
first.
selves and placed you in an embarrassing position.
You are not benefitted
cauliflower second, pumpkin first, ter. Any stock running at large think it was a
though
by either. If you need an accomodation and we grant it, if you demand
Jack, J. Sv Clack first, James
efficient, safe service, and we render you such, we have proven to you by
watermelon first,
those
who talk of foul
are
there
strictly
Watcn
lorbidden.
is
Walker second.
such actB, that we are living and doing business in the PRESENT, not the
your neighbor's stock.
Mrs. Plott, turnips first.
play.
PAST or the FUTURE, and we invite your investigation.
Jennet, J. S. Clack first and
By order of Mayor.
A strictly, NEW,
Mr. boston was a good citizen
John Block, bundle of corn adv
date 1917 banking institution.
second.
community.
and stood well in the
first.
vin Shockey first, M. Dean,
Mule 1 to 2 years, í. W. Davis
J. L. Hinman, turkeys first,
wanted. Lubricat
Salesmen
first.
Rev. Bretz, Minorca chickens
FARMERS AND STOGKMENS BANK
Foot race girls 7 to 12, Myrtle ing oil, grease, specialties, paint.
Mule colt, R. E. Pace first, W.
Part or whole time. Commisfirst.
Holliday first, Minnie Cox,
F. Crawford second.
sion basis until ability is estab
Mrs. E. A, Duke, onions sec
Man with rig preferred.
lished.
Stallion, R. E. Burrus first, ond,
kershaw second.
Foot race, young women,
Riverside Refining Company,
James C. Turner second, Johns-J. A. Rodgers, squash first,
aiv
Hues first, Mrs. C. A. Price Cleveland, Ohio.
ton third, J. S. Clack fourth.
bundle of corn second, potatoes second.
3
years,
Mare
over
R. E. Pace
..
Foot race old men, J. A. Ross
first, bundle of oats second, bunfirst, R. E. Burrus second, J. S.
B. B. Spencer second.
dle of rye first, bundle of cane first, race,
free for all, Homer
Foot
Clack third.
vadisplay,
second,
first, millet
Berkshire first, Floyd Spencer
Mare 2 years and under, R. E.
riety and quality second, best second.
Pace first, R. E. Burrus second, variety
Three-le- g
race, Marsh and
of corn second.
W. F. Crawford third.
first and second.
Barn Hodgson, squash first.
SWINE.
Sack race, Dean first, Ficklin
E. A. Swartz, Plymouth Rock second.
Boar pig, J. W. Davis first.
chickens first.
Tournament race, 17th, Rube
Sow pig, J. W. Davis first.
C. A. Swartz, apples first.
Spruill first, Arthur Boyd secBoys and girls Club, Tutt boy
Mrs. Ira Allman, Rhode Island ond.
Aré now in position to save you money on all your wants, and
first, Spencer girl second.
Pony race, 17th, R Burrus
Red chickens, first.
HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS.
first, Rube Spruill second.
at the same time give you the best the market affords.
S. DeVaney, sudan grass first.
Free for all, 17th, R. E. SpenButter, Mrs. S. B. Douglas
Shoes, Boots and Arctics,
bundle alfalfa second.
Heavy shipments in all departments
cer first, Rube Spruill second.
first, Mrs. Oren second.
Pony race. 18th, R. E. Spencer
SPORTS.
Flannels, Hosiery,
Outings,
Goods,
Cream, Mrs. Pollard.
Ginghams,
Silks,
Dress
first, E. M. Peña second.
Foot race boys 7 to 12, Ray
Whole milk, Mrs. C. E Perry.
Free for all. five entries, 18th,
Men's Dress Shirts in Wool and Madras, also Comforts and
Spencer first, B. Ficklin second. Geo. W. Ford first, R. E. Bur
Cheese, A J. James.
Melboys
16,
second.
race
under
Foot
rus
Dozen eggs, Mrs. John Lasater.
Blankets.
Canned corn, Mrs Hine,
Our Grocery .Department is now ablaze with the best of eata.
Canned beans, new, Mrs.
bles, having received a large portion of our Fall Goods.
Canned beans, old, Mrs. Nor-
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Estancia Savings Bank.
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State Depository
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Canned cauliflower, Mrs. Hine.
Canned tomatoes, Mrs. .
Douglas.
Pickles, mixed, Mrs. Ewing.
Plain pickles, Mrs. Pollard.
Display pickles, Mrs. Duke.
Chow chow, Mrs. Ewing.
Canned peaches, Mrs. Ewing.
Canned plums, Mrs. Rapkoch.
Quart preserves, Mrs- Craw
ford.
Jelly, Mrs. Oren.
Loaf brown bread. Mrs. S. B

Some People Eat to Live
Some People Live to Eat

Everybody Eats
This is the place to
get the eats more
for less money

HELLUMS
Lowest

Where Prices are

Come In and Have Us Show You
It will be a pleasure to us.

Estancia Lumber Company
Headquarters for Cottonseed Cake and Meal, Corn Chop. We are sole agents for the
John Becker Mill Run Bran, the best on the market

ESTANCIA
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SHEEP'S CLOTHING

NEWS-HERAL-

EPITOME DE
LA SEMANA
Una breve relación de acontecimientos en curso en este
pals y en el extranjero.
Western Newspoper Union News Service.

Acerca de la guerra.
El vapor noruego Themls ha sido
hundido en el Mediterráneo.
Un escritor alemán se burla de la
5aSe5353SBSa5a55aSESHSB5E5a555SE5H5E5B5B5B5HSHS2BB5E
potencia de la artillería americana.
La Francia repelló varios ataques
senses in the act of unfastening the as Peter Traft says, what do you
alrededor de St. Quentin.
door. But of a sudden she paused with know about that?"
Real Entertainment.
fingers resting nerveless upon half-draw- n
Se está agrandeclendo la gran breMiss Carteret knew nothing what
bolt, eyes wide with apprehen- ever about that, and owned her Igno- cha francesa en las lineas alemanas.
In peace timet the Atlantlo
sion, and her face robbed of all that rance with a look of blankness that
Los Alemanes están en plena posessteamship
line
offer amooth
gracious color with which sleep bad earned an Indulgent chuckle.
ión de la Isla Oesel en Rusia.
ráscala a fruitful field of labor.
Imbued It For an Instant she stood
you have never heard of
"Confess
Dentro de poco la Alemania declarSoma are gamblers, some are
so, In doubt and hesitation, listening; me! But that's only because you're
ará zona de guerra las costas de los
smugglers, some are thlevea of
then, as If reassured, she drew the bolt English."
Estados Unidos.
every known variety, Including
clear and opened the door.
"Oh, but I'm not!" Miss Carteret
In "Sheep's
Los socialistas alemanes están probackmallers.
This act disclosed two figures wait- Insisted Impulsively.
"My mother's
writClothing" Mr.' Vance has
curando forzar la dimisión del cancil
ing beyond the threshold a luggage-lade- n parents were English ; but I "
story
takes
whose
action
a
ten
steward and a lady of abundant
Here she choked In undisguised dis ler alemán.
place principally during a aingle
years. In a may. But her companion wasn't look
person and post-matuLa Alemania ha enviado cuarenta
voyage from England to Amergown not three days out of the Itue de lng didn't, Indeed, need to look : such divisiones á Austria para ayudar esta
ica, and at least three of his
la Palx.
Is the resource of one ripe In the en su campaña contra Italia.
are smart ráscala
characters
Tm sorry," the girl apologized, knowledge of humanity.
ba Bido
Un torpedero americano
men
wolvea
posing as honest
standing aside. "I was quite sound
"Go on, my dear. Tell me all as hundido por un submarino alemán;
Thla story
In sheep's clothing.
asleep, and couldn't seem to wake up." well now as later. You will, anyway, uno matado y cinco heridos.
Its chappoints no moral.
"But It Is I who am sorry to have In the end and If you don't, I'll en
Diez personas fueron matadas y
ters are filled with honest,
disturbed you." With a nod and a gage to find you out for myself. By
cuarenta heridas en un bombardeo de
cheerful, entertaining people;
smile of acknowledgment, the speaker the way, your name would help."
Nancy por aviones alemanes.
the kind we all like to meet and
sailed grandly into the stateroom, a
"Lid " Miss Carteret announced in.
know and the ending Is happy.
somewhat overpowering Presence.
coherently,
stopping
as
abruptly
Occidente.
No, thla Isn't a problem novel,
Submitting perforce to the necessity though
d
by the monosylbut a very pleasant and someEl incendio en los corrales de Kanof traveling without privacy. Miss Car- lable.
times thrilling tale, and you're
de
teret hadn't bargained for the company
"How very odd I" commented Mrs. Bas City destruyó 11,000 cabezas
all solng to enjoy reading It
of a dowager duchess ; and this Pres- Beggarstaff with a straight face. "Miss ganado.
THE EDITOR.
Sheffield, Ala., ha sido escogido para
ence bodied forth every redoubtable
Lid! Almost as bizarre as Beggar-staf- f.
inch of that high estate. Her sixty
But that's my own fault: I sitio de una planta federal de hacer
years were quick with the spirit of married it with my hearing unim- nitratos.
CHAPTER I.
forty. She wore her nose with the paired. But Lid! I never "
como
Indianapolis
fué designada
high, patrician bridge. A make-u-p
of
"My name isn't Lid!" the girl In- centro oficial de la sociedad llamada
In her maiden season the Alsatla, most excellent discretion supplemented
largest steamship In the world" of charms by no means hopelessly passee. terrupted Indignantly. "I never sold G. A. R.
Fué dedicado el monumento del es
her day and generation, was advertised An impeccable taste In dress achieved so. Something was tickling my throat
My name Is Lucy Carteret."
tado de Ohio eregido en la montaña
to leave Liverpool for New York via
sobriety to suit herage, while escap
a
"Sorry I misunderstood and glad. Lookout.
Queenstown, promptly at five o'clock ing gloom
and stiffness. There were Lucy Carteret's much prettier and ah
In the afternoon of every third Satur
Se han cerrado veinticinco minas
evidences of a vigorous temper,. domihuman. The Maryland Carterets, I de carbón en el distrito de Terre
day.
nated by a lively appreciation of the hope?"
Saturday
a
of
o'clock
one
about
At
Haute, Ind.
humorous, an Invincible
"Oh, no," said the girl hastily.
late In September one forehanded. pas- a seasoned acquaintance
Los caldereros en consejo de Ofi
with the
"Too bad; It's a good family. Let
senger found her way by dint of perworld, and a devastating curiosity a
clos de Metales en Seattle rehusan
sistence through the pandemonium In handsome figure, a personality to be me see there are no Carterets worth volverse al trabajo.
mentioning In New York. Virginia
e
to the Alsatla's first- the
reckoned with.
Diez miembros del congreso ameri
branch, perhaps?"
cabin gangway.
By accent and mode of speech a
"Oh, no."
cano están en rumbo para Europa con
This was a young woman not far true American, this was no duchess unThe Iterated denial was less bold el objeto de visitar á los diplomáticos
beyond ber twentieth year, with a tall less through accident of matrimony.
than Its original; Miss Carteret was aliados.
and slender body, a face of uncommon But Indubitably she was a dragon.
beginning to be sorry she hadn't waitdistinction, and at the time somewhat
Miss Carteret was quick to endue
Washington.
pale, and a striking abundance of hair the lady with a mental nickname, "the ed for a later steamer, as well as that
the color of raw, red gold. Dressed Dowager Dragon," a term whose as she had thought It necessary, not to
Los Estados Unidos participarán de
to
pseudonym
a
to
adopt
say
romantic,
costume,
with
limply In dark traveling
la conferencia de guerra de los Aliaperity she modified by the admission fit the initials on ber luggage.
hot In excellent accord, she carried, in
dos en París.
that. If dragonlsh, she was most prob
"Then you can't be anybody!" Mrs.
ddltlon to a light wrap and tightly ably a dear. Then she seemed conSe concedieron los contratos por 1,- rolled umbrella, a conspicuously new scious that she bad been staring stead- Beggarstaff asserted vigorously. "Too 500,000 pares de botas para el ejército
brightened,
possibly,"
she
bad. Unless
Oxford bag lettered in black, "L. C
fastly, and for a time far too long, at "you come of
the English family? ruso al costo total
New York." Behind her a porter stag- the subject of her reverie.
Méjico y I03 Estados Unidos pod
are, I believe, some Carterets In
There
gered beneath her only other piece of
your
beg
pardon,"
she
murmured.
'I
rían llegar á un arreglo mútuo beneHertfordshire "
luggage
a battered black-leathaverting her eyes.
woman
young
ficio; maíz por exportación de oro.
"No!" the persecuted
trunk of great age, which, curiously
"I'd rather you didn't," said the said firmly. "I told you I was an
Se ha pospuesto hasta el 20 de no
enough, bore the legend In letters of Dowager Dragon brusquely.
"If you
white, half obliterated, "L. 0. Lon- apologize, I'll have to I've been star- American and If the matter Is of any viembre una Investigación complemenwilling
to
importance,
perfectly
I'm
tarla de las declaraciones hechas por
don."
ing every whit as hard as you, my
el Senador La Follette.
Tipping and dismissing the man, the dear and I never apologize." The con- -' admit I'm nobody."
"Don't be cross with an Inquisitive
girl confidently ascended the gangway
El administrador Garfield está tra
n
Beggar-stafflaold woman, my dear." The
to the saloon deck of the Alsatla, and
tando de obtener de los operadores de
smile was very fetching. Miss minas una cooperación en la produc
asked a steward to conduct her to her
Carteret's Indignation melted before It. ción y distribución de la antracita.
stateroom, displaying at the same time
"I'm only trying to find out If we
I ticket entitling "Lucy Carteret, Spinhaven't friends In common. Who are
ster," to a berth In Room 75, Deck B.
Extranjero.
your friends on board? I know everyOnce alone in ber room, she bolted
las relaciones
Se han reasumido
body, and "
h
the door, lingered before a
diplomáticas entre el Perú y Chile.
"I'm traveling alone," the girl Interto remove her hat, eying her
. mirror
my
of
posed meekly, "and to the best
Se ha reunido de nuevo el parla
reflection with a shadowy, puzzling
knowledge I don't know a soul on the menta Inglés después de dos meses
mile, and turned awoy to review the
ship."
interrupción.
ende
lf
of which she was
cubicle, one-haMrs. Beggarstaff chose shrewdly to
titled to call her own for the next six
Los empleados de ferrocarril cana
disapprove. 'That's not right ! You're dienses han preparado una cédula de
days. The other half had been engaged
g
to travel sueldos más elevados.
too young and
by a woman of whom she knew nothing whatever, not even so much as her
without at least a chaperon. These
Las noticias marítimas anuncian el
transatlantic boats are all alive with hundimiento de los vapores Ingleses
lame.
Luckily, you now have
adventurers.
It was a stateroom unusual In ary el Bostonlan.
Memphlan
d
me unless, perhaps, you're too
rangement and luxurious In appoint-nen- t.
El Chile está satisfecho del curso
to utilize an old woman's InTwin brass bedsteads stood end
temado por Perú en su abrogación de
terest?"
The
to end against the Inner wall.
"You're very kind," Miss Carteret relaciones con Alemania.
ither furniture comprised a capacious
Samuel Skinner, graduado de la uni
murmured not altogether Insincerely.
:hest of drawers, a comfortable sofa,
She was too Intelligent to be blind to versidad de Harvard, fué muerto mien
At one
nd two wicker armchairs.
thoroughso
having
advantage
of
volando en el frente francés.
tras
a
to
the
end narrow
doors admitted
paced a Dowager Dragon to protect
vamped but adequate lavatory and a
La Inglaterra emprende la reduc
roomy clothes-presand advise her. And she was any- ción del consumo de trigo allí á menos
The woodwork
ll
by de la mitad de lo que era antes de la
thing but anxious to Incur
iras enameled a creamy white, and the
Opened
Bolt
Drew
and
the refusing an offer that, however for- guerra.
the
walls boasted 'panels of golden bro- 8he
Door.
to
unquestionably
be
efward, seemed
cade a color scheme conveying an
Los mercaderes de leche deciden de
by the kindliest spirit
feet at once of warmth, airiness and celt relished;
lady rolled It over dictated
mandar al gobierno- - que prohibe la
the
so
you
or
have
glad
think
, scrupulous cleanliness.
the
'Tm
exportación de leche y nata á los Esher tongue and paraphrased, "I may
With a grave little nod, the girl s -- be rude, I may be wrong; but admit grace to say so, at least. So that's tados Unidos.
proved. If expensive and it was hor- It? Never I" Then she laughed hear- settled. Now tell me more about yourEl ministro americano representan
self. Is this your first crossing?"
ribly expensive for her slender purse
tily.
do su país en Rumania hace muchas
this stateroom was well worth all It
"It's my fit st trip home."
Miss Carteret ventured a smile. "I
Plainly no help for It : with this per- visitas al frente ruso exhortando á
bad cost ber. There ran in her blood was thinking " she offered In concluthe Instinct for luxury, though now her sive amendment.
sistently friendly body catechizing her, los Rusos á pelear.
purse, upon examination, yielded but
"Believe me, I saw that," the other she might as well now as later stand
General.
four golden sovereigns, a
Interrupted, "and more: I read your and deliver some account of herself.
a
a shilling, and a thoughts quite plainly."
"Your first trip home? That means
Una cuenta oficial será necesaria
few ponderous copper pennies, barely
para decidir la elección de Iowa sobre
"Oh, no!" the girl protested in you've been over a long time?"
enough for the inevitable tips at the end alarm.
la prohibición.
voyage.
land
New
in
She
would
the
if
Dos arrestos se hicieron en conex
"But yes, my dear. You were thinkAnd In very short order Mrs.
York practically penniless. But that ing that In me you'd caught something
ión con el incendio de los corrales en
Beggarstaff has the confidence
would be on a day the seventh distant : of a tartar. Now weren't you? But
Kansas City.
sufficient unto It Its potential mischief. a
of Lucy Carteret, and that
d
bark doesn't necesLa United States Steel Corporation
young lady Is telling the story
She was very tired: the last few sarily Imply a venomous bite. And If
tomó por otros $15.000.000 de bonos
of her life. Don't miss the next
nights had brought ber little sleep, my complexion Is candidly artful
de la Libertad.
Installment
thanks to the excitement engendered must a woman look ber age or lose
Jackson Barnet, un Indio de la tribu
by contemplation of a step whose bold- caste T I do wear a wig; but think
de los Creeks, posee por $412,000 de
ness was unprecedented in her history. what a fright I should be without one I
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
bonos de la Libertad..
But now, with that step successfully On the other hand, my figure and eyes
taken, excitement yielded place to fa- and teeth are all my own," the last
First Motion Picture.
El ferrocarril Northern Pacific Inunpacktigue. Unlocking and In part
The motion picture Is more than fifty vierte por el valor de $5,000,000 en
were frankly exhibited In an Infectious
ing both bag and trunk, she appropri- laugh, "and so Is my heart. In short, years old, If we understand by that bonos de la Libertad.
ated a fair halt of the wardrobe
at my worst I'm a perfectly respectuble term any device for producing the opUna campaña nacional por reunir
then wrapped herself In old gossip
tical Illusion of moving objects. These $4,000,000
But gracious, child
para recreos de soldados
a dressing gown and lay down on one how you do run on I"
toys were called by various names,
principió el 19 de octubre.
of the beds. Transient, odd visions
With this bewildering reproach, the such as thaumatrope, zoetrope, strobo
sterescoplc
painted the ruddy gloom within her Dowager Dragon rose, and produc- scope,
pbenaklstoscope,
Robert E. Pretlow, de Seattle, fué
of the life she had dis- ing an Impressive bunch of keys, began cabinet klneraatoscope, etc The first elegido de escribano para el mitin de
Closed eyelids
missed; of the temerarious adventure to unlock ber various pieces of band exhibition of photographic motion pic- cinco años de los "Amigos."
tures was made by Henry Heyl, In
that engaged ber ; of the Ufe to which luggage.
El Dr. William T. Stlllman de Alshe looked forward.
"Really," she pursued, "you don't Philadelphia, In 1870.
bany, N. Y., fué reelejido para presiIn time a knocking sounded cm the give one a chance to ask a aingle
dente de la Sociedad Humana AmeriVertigo.
door. The girl stirred and moved her question. Here you've dragged out of
cana.
says,
Washington
grew
love
knocking
Post
As
the
Impatiently.
The
head
me the most private bones In my skeleUn dividendo extraordinario de 1M
Imperative, and the deeps of Bleep ton cupboard without so much as tell- makes the world go round, only we por ciento fué
anunciado en un mitin
were disturbed by other sounds as well, ing me your name. No matter: you wish It wouldn't make It go round so
de los directores del ferrocarril Cenby voices
won't refuse It when you know mine. fast that some of as get dizzy. Buftral de Illinois.
Carteret came fully to her It's Beggarsmff Amelia widow. Now. falo Time
IT
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COLORADO
Noticias del estado. Notas expresivas recogidas por todo el
estado centenario.
Weitern Newspaper Union News Service.

Colorado.
Se va á construir un edificio de escuela de $10,000 en Grover.
Las expediciones de frutas de Palisades hasta la fecha se elevan
carros.
En Bell Springs, cerca delolly, se
está construyendo una nueva casa de
escuela.
El mitin anual de los W. C. T. U.
tendrá lugar en Boulder del 24 al 26
de octubre.
El secretarlo McAdoo visitó & Den-ve- r
el viérnes y urgió la compra de
bonos de Libertad.
Las bodas de oro del Señor y la
Señora Jeremiah D. Lago se celebraron en Pueblo.'
Se ha completado la fundación para
Esta
la nueva iglesia en Wetmore.
será construida de hormigón.
El Vice Presidente Marshall hablará en Denver el 28 de octubre; en
Ault, el 29, y en Grand Junction, el 31.
Se estima que más de 4,000 personas
en automóvil visitaron la cima de
Pike's Peak durante el verano próximo pasado.
Se vendió el rancho de 400 acres de
Jorge Gates, al este de Monte Vista,
á Carbln Wright, al precio neto de
$150 por acre.
El contrato para construir el nuevo
puente de Hyle sobre el rio Platte, al
este de Greeley, se concederá por la
suma de $41,415.67.
. s
El edificio de escuela superior de
curso
de construcen
$100,000 ahora
ción en Rocky Ford tendrá un gimnasio y un auditorium.
Los cultivadores de pepinos para
semilla en la vecindad de La Junta
no venderán su semilla por menos que
30 centavos libra.
Fué destruida por un incendio la
granja en el rancho de G. G. Green,
sobre Fourmile Creek, cerca de Glon-woo- d
Springs.
Los residentes de Pailin, cerca do
Gunnison, votaron por una emisión de
de uua
bonos para la construcción
casa de escuela.
Los administradores de la ciudad
de Grand Junction están estudiando
la cuestión de adquisición de los tórrenos de ferias locales.
En un mitin tenido en Denver el
Domingo la asembléa de Oficios y Labor de Denver votó por la compra de
un bono de la Libertad de $500.
Samuel Newell, un agricultor de a
vecindad de Ault, es el objeto de un
pleito de su padre, quien tiene 85 rSos
de edad, por la suma de $4,3:19.98.
Durante una semana de la reciente
campaña de melones en Rbcky Ford
cinco casas de comisión pagaron más
de $100,000 á los agricultores de ese
distrito.
El rancho de veinte acres, no Irrigado, de Phillip Koerner, cerca de
Hugo, produjo el precio promedio de
$300 por acre al cederse á Pablo
Papke.
Se rindieron al alguacil diputado C.
F. Dellaquadrl, Tommy Scala y Tommy Savoca, acusados del asesinato de
Nicolo Parrino en Pueblo, el 22 de
septiembre.
Jorge Johns, un cultivador de patatas en la vecindad de Julesburg, ha
obtenido un promedio de 220 sacos de
patatas por acre en su rancho de
veinte acres.
En Denver y otras ciudades por
todo el estado, gran número' de personas están subscribiendo al segundo
empréstito de la Libertad, llegando el
total á una suma muy grande.
El procurador de distrito Samuel
Johnson dió una órden de arresto del
Reverente M. G. Winters, propietario
del sanatorio de Fern Hill en Edge-wateSe le acusa de homicidio.
La corte suprema de los Estados
Unidos declaró válidos los bonos de
$8,000,000 votados por la ciudad de
Denver para la construcción de una
planta municipal de abastecimiento de
agua.
Una parada, ejercicios de oposición
y un baile grande, además de las ses
iones de negocios regulares fueron los
rasgos del segundo día de la conven
ción de la gran logia de Colorado de
los I. O. O, F. en Pueblo.
Los accionistas de la Dry Climate
Tire Company, quienes se reunieron
en Arvada, decidieron en favor de preparar un plan para poner en manos
de tres administradores por cinco años
loa negocios de la compañía.
William R. (Buck) Seay, disculpado
de la' acusación de asesinato en la
corte del lado oeste, en donde le juz
garon por haber matado & Edward C.
Green, salió de Denver para Lebanon,
Tenn., su antigua casa de habitación.
Se tuvo un mitin entre los agricul
tores del distrito de Julesburg y los
representantes de la compañía de azú
car Nebraska-Wyoming- .
El objeto de
la reunión era la discusión de la cuestión de construcción de una fábrica
de azúcar en Julesburg.
Al alcalde de Denver, el Sr. Speer,
se le ha invitado & atender la convención anual en St. Louis de la Asociación Cívica Americana, los 22 y 24 de
octubre, y A hablar sobre el asunto de
mejoramientos
municipales y la necesidad de mantener esas mejoras durante el período de la guerra.

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO
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Interés para toda la gente
de Nuevo Mexico.

De

Western Newspaper Union News Bervlce.

Nuevo Mexico.
Nuevo Mexico ahora tiene 606 abogados.
Muchas reses se están vendiendo en
el mercado de Silver City.
Más de 500 acres de tomates se
este año en la reglón del vallo
de Pecos.
Murió en Los Angeles Chas. Easley,
por muchos años un residente de Nuevo .Mexico.
Fueron incorporadas dos compañías
de diversiones que operarán en Camp
Cody, Denting.
El Dr. H. O. Moore, de Pecos, Texas,
fué llamado al curato presbiteriano de
Alamogordo.
Unos 1,500 acres de tierra Be sembrarán de trigo eBte afío en el distrito de Hope.
Se evidencia un gran Incremento en
los depósitos de banco para el año
próximo pasado.
Los partidarios de la prohibición de
licores han abierto sus cuarteles generales en Santa Fé.
La proporción del condado de Otero
para los bonos de Libertad, segunda
emisión, es de $52,668.
El segundo juicio de Leopoldo Mu-zóacusado de asesinato, tendrá lugar en el condado de Sandoval.
Las escuelas dominicales de estado
y los Y. M. C. A.'s celebraron una convención de común acuerdo en Albuquerque.
Los fondos de escuela permanentes
del estado de Nuevo Mexico al total
de $381,300 fueron Invertidos en el
segundo empréstito de la Libertad,
Las ferias del condado de Torrance,
laB cuales se han celebrado en Wil-lár- d
cada año por los Bels últimos
años, se cerraron en gloria brillante,
siendo satisfecho todo el mundo.
El ayudante general James Baca ha
ofrecido sus servicios al departamento de la guerra y está listo á encargarse bien de cualquier misión que se
le confie.
El caso de asesinato de Towndrow,
llevado del condado de Colfax &
ha sido apelado en corte suprema y la fianza fijada & $12,500, la
cual fué oferta.
Una muchedumbre numerosa y entusiasta presenció los Juegos de vaqueros en Traction Park en Albuquerque, durante la celebración de la
semana patriótica.
Veinte mil pesos es la pérdida anunciada de un incendio en Demlng que
destruyó la planta dé la Empire Smelting and Refining Company, cuya mitad está cubierta por una compañía
de seguros.
Tuvo buenoy completo éxito la primera feria anual india en Black Rock
por los Indios de la tribu de los Zunls
bajo la dirección de R. J. Bauman,
superintendente de la escuela y agencia india.
Veinte hombres están ahora ocupados en el camino que conduce á la
planta de fuerza motriz de Whitewater en Mogollón, y eBte camino se
pondrá en buenas condiciones para un
tráfico pesado.
El cabo Hubert W. Johnson, encargado de la estación de reclutamiento
de ejército en Albuquerque, recibió noticias ordenándole la reabertura del
periodo de reclutamiento para el cuerpo de aviación.
La caza del oso en la vecindad de
Ramah Be está volviendo un rasgo interesante de la vida. Las montañas
de Zunl nunca han sido famosas por
la caza, pero recientemente los osos
se han vuelto numerosos y atrevidos.
La Señorita Evlyn Shuler, hija del
Dr. J. J. Shuler, corregidor de Ratón,
ha sido elegida de bibllotecarla de la
biblioteca pública de Ratón, sucediendo á la Señorita Myrtle Cole, quien
se casara dentro de poco y se trasladará á Kansas.
Según anuncio dado por el Coronel
E. C. Abbott á los oficiales del primer
regimiento de Nuevo Mexico, ahora
el 159 de infantería federal, en Albuquerque, el regimiento será dividido
en unidades y asignado al servicio de
ametralladoras.
H. Raynolds, presidente de la Asociación de Empréstitos de la Libertad
para el condado, en East Las Vegas,
recibió noticias anunciándole que los
administradores
de correos en todas
partes son autorizados & pagar los
talones de bonos del gobierno de los
Estados Unidos.
Eduardo Alarcón, un prisionero en
la jaula de East Las Vegas, escapó
trepando sobre la cerca rodeando el
patio de la prisión; en donde estaba
él trabajando.
El alguacil Delgado y
uno de los guardias de la prisión pudieron recapturar & Alarcon en una
casa Inhabitada.
Las Hermanas de San José están
activando una campaña en Silver City
cuyo objeto es la reunión de $25,000
para comprar los edificios y terrenos
ocupados por la Academia de Nuestra
Hermana de Lourdes, una de las escuelas para internos y externos más
antiguas del estado.
El consejo médico de estado est
examinando gran número de candidatos A la profesión de médico en
Nuevo Mexico, indicando esa condición que A pesar de la guerra el estado no padecerá de una carencia de
consejos médicos.
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IMPROVEMENTS

AVERTED
Philadelphia, Pa. "One year .ago l
Was very sick and I iuffered with paint
iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii nm my me ana back
until 1 nearly went
crazy.
I went to
differentdoc tors and
they all said I had
female trouble and
would not get any
relief until l would
be operated on. I
had suffered for four
years before this
time, but I kept get- tins: worse ttae mora
medicine I took. Every month since I
vas a young girl I had suffered with
cramps in my sides at periods and was
never regular.
I saw your advertisement in the newspaper and the picture
of a woman who bad been saved from
an operation and this picture was impressed on my mind. The doctor had
given me only two more days to make
op my mind so I sent my husband to the
drug store at once for a bottle of Lydia
E. Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound, and
believe me, I soon noticed a change and
.when I had finished the third ( bottle I
was cured and never felt better. ' I grant
you the privilege to publish my letter
and am only too glad to let other women
know of my cure " Mrs.THOS. McGoN-IGA3432 Hartville Street, Phila., Pa.

ira

Hla Enforced Absence.
correspondent tells us
an anecdote in .which the names must
be suppressed, but which Is none the
less true and moral, snys the Cleveland l'lnln Denier,
A state senator died during the session,, and a committee was appointed
to nceoinpnny the body back to the old
Two of the
home of the decedent.
committee met In the state house that
A Columbus

afternoon.

"Are you going to take this trip?"

asked one.

"Yes. I can 111 nfford the time, hut
I believe it to be my duty. Are you

going?"
"Yes, I feel as you do. It will take
a whole day, but I wouldn't feel right
if I didn't go. Will Senator X accompany us?"
"No. He. says he is too busy, and
besides he doesn't drink."

War Declared on
Rats by U. S. Gov't.
The government at Washington Is preparing a campaign that should be effective in killing tile rats that are so destructive both to lives and property. A conservative estimate places the loss of foodstuffs from rats at over two hundred million dollars annually, and in the present
scarcity of food, this loss must be prevented.
The most efficient way to "Kill
the Rat" is by the use of Stearns' Paste,
and thousands of dollars worth have been
bought by the government. Every housekeeper troubled with rats, mice, roaches
or waterbugs should buy a small boxe of
this reliable exterminator for thirty-fivcents, and stop further loss of food In
her home,-- . Adv.
An Army Dentist.

A

gunner of the Garrison artillery,

who had successfully passed n blacksmith's course, was home on furlough,
bearing the hammer and pincers on
his arm, when he wns accosted by a
civilian, who asked what the decoration was for.
"Oh," replied Tommy, "I'm an army

dentist 1"

"I see," snld the civilian. "Of course,
the pincers nre for extracting teeth.
But what Is the Ideo of the hummer?"
"Well, you see, It's like this. Some
of the chaps are a bit nervous, so we
use the hummer to chloroform them
w:lth,"
was the reply. London

"

ARE NOT TAXED

Western Canada Does Not Tax
Stock or Improvements but
Collects an Additional Tax
From Land Speculators.
lands in
Owners of uncultivated
Western Canada ore loud in their protests against nn extra tax on thel
lands because they are not under cultivation. Western Canada, throw?" Its
provincial governments, Is endeavoring to force the speculative land owner
to either sell his land to a settler or to
cultivate It himself. At present a surtax of a few cents an acre is levied
against nil wild lnnd, so that the owner of lund held in its natural state,
without Improvements, Is contributing
more taxes to the government than the
owner of n farm that Is cultivated and
even Improved with buildings and
stock to the vnlue of thousands of dollars. In order to encourage the fnrm-e- r
to Improve and to go Into stock raising, he is not charged one cent of taxes
on any of his Improvements, Implements or stock of any kind.
As a result of this surtax on uncultivated or speculatively held lands,
the owners nre now trying to sell them
to actual settlers, and, In nearly every
Instance, have been offering on very
easy terms of payment, usually a quarter down, and the balance extending
over a term of years at prices much
value
lower than their productive
would warrant.
A world-wid- e
shortage In farm stuffs
hns given a new value to all agricultural products and the margin of profit
today Is greater than ever In the past.
It Is true labor and Implements have
Increased in price, but It Is now posprofit in farming,
sible to secure 50
and higher. Possibly not on the $100
to $200 an acre farm lands but on land
that can now, under existing conditions, be purchased at from $15 to $30
per acre.
Western Canadian farm
lands are as productive as any In the
world and can be ns economically
farmed. Wheat yields of from 30 to
50 bushels per acre have been common
In. Western Canada during the past
few years, and the farmers have been
too busy farming all they can so ns to
sell as much wheat as possible nt $2.00
a bushel, that they have not had time
to do any talking or writing.
It Is
doubtful if there ever was such an
opportunity to make big profits In
farming.
The value of each year's
crop has been In hundreds of cases
more than the market value of the
land It was grown on. It is unreasonable to suppose such a condition will Inst long, as the land now
being forced onto the market by surtax on speculative owners will soon
become absorbed by those who have
learned of these highly profitable
wheat lands. The news is spreading
gradually throughout the high priced
land districts in the United States,
where there is a renewed awakening
to the realization that the maximum
profit In farming Is not being obtained
when It Is possible to secure from
forty to seventy per cent return on the
Investment In Western Canada. Many
who have been planning to visit Western Canada for the purpose of personally Investigating conditions nre leaving this month, when the good weather
can be enjoyed. As threshing operations and marketing of grain is under
way, no better time could be selected
to secure first hand and reliable Information from the farmers themselves.
The winter months afford ample time
for completing moving arrangements,
to allow the settler to tnke up residence In early spring, so as to get
something done next year and to make
a start on the big and profitable farming operations in Western Canada.
Advertisement.

Only Ones Who Haven't.
Willis You're more of n historical
acholar than I thought you were. How
did you know that Assyria Media and
Carthage nre dead nations?
Glllis Well, I hadn't seen anything
Kindness.
in the papers about their declaring war
Private Slmkins had returned from
on Germany. Judge.
the front to find that his girl had been
walking out with another young mnn,
Save Superannuated Oysters.
and naturally asked her to explain her
Polluted oysters may be purified, it frequent promenades in the town with
Is claimed, by keeping a short time In the gentleman.
water containing a little calcium hypo- , "Well, dear," she replied. "It was
chlorite.
The oysters are not only only kindness on his pnrt. He tool
made perfectly safe and suitable food, me down every day to the library to
but the flavor Is not affected.
see if you was killed."

It's hard to reform the man whose
How's This ?
wife and children seem happy In his
We offer $100.00 for any case of catarrh
presence.
be cured by HAL.IVS
that cannotMEDICINE.
CATARRH
CATARRH MEDICINE Is takEveryone has his faults, of course, enHALL'S
Internally and acts through the Blood
of the System.
but some people work theirs more on the byMucous Surfaces over
forty years.
druKffists for
Sold
than others.
Price 75c. Testimonials free.
Ohio.
Toledo,
&
Cheney
Co.,
F. J.
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Wooden Bedsteads.

Furniture manufacturing hns been
greatly stimulated In South Africa In

Dissolved in water for douche stop
1 l
. -- i
.. 1
ri
mation. Recommended br Lvdia E.

rinanam mea. va. ror ten yean.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh.
sore throat and eore eyes. Economical.

ha

IM at Id yoa bow yoa OB
TF roa M envine
turn your income acUtaf nmrrtenn Lightine Planta
Portable Unfa. Lantern, tie. Old well known product.
Enrirr aoU. work alt or apare tima. No competition).
aot aecraaary. Oaly mail capital raaairta.
linitlere.
KxcluMrn Mmur
AMLHICAN
GAS MACHINE OOw
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Hand Tmuber wants position.

Lone race

recent months. Because the steel tube
factories of England have been engaged In making munitions the South
African furniture market shows many
wooden bedsteads.

REGULATIONS

NEWS-HERAL-

FOR

TRADING WITH ENEMY
NEW ACT PUT INTO EFFECT A8
WAR MOVE BY PRESIDENT'S
PROCLAMATION.
Authority for Enforcement Is Delegated to Several Government Departments and to the War
Trade Boards,
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Washington.
President Wilson
Monday issued the regulations for the
trading with the enemy act. They
conconstitute the most
trol of every phase of intercourse between the United States and the rest
of the world. They give legal force
to every more of the United States
in casting about Germany an economic
barrier which will compel her into
submission.
Not only do the new regulations
provide for cutting off trade between
the United States and Germany, but
they do the following:
Cut off trade with Germany's allies.
Cut off trade with those who do
trade with either Germany or her allies.
Provide custodians for all enemy
property in the United States.
8pclal Licenses To Be Required.
Require special licenses for trade
or intercourse with any enemy or ally of an enemy within the United
States.
Authorize the secretary of the treasury to investigate and supervise all
foreign exchange
and prevent Its
working to the advantage to the enemy.
Empower the secretary of the treasury to stop the taking from or into
the United States of any communication other than by mail, telegraph,
cable or wireless.
Officially create a censorship board,
consisting of representatives of the
secretaries of war and of the navy,

postmaster general, war trade board

and committee on public Information
to censor mall, cable, radio and other
means of communication.
Authorize the' Federal Trade Commission to keep secret any patents
that may be developed for the interest
of the United States and to provide
for working in the United States under patents held by enemies or allies
of the enemy.
Right to Censor Foreign Papera.
Vest In the postmaster general the
authority to censor foreign language
publications.
Charge the secretary of state with
control over the entry into and egress
from the United States of enemies or
allies of the enemy.
Authorize the secretary of commerce to hear appeals from refusals
of custom officers to grant clearance
papers to vessels.
Charge the attorney general with
s
the enforcement of the criminal
of the trading with the enemy
act.
Empower the President to regulate
Imports as well as exports.
It is in the definition of "enemy"
and "ally of enemy" that the regulations will be of importance to every
In an
citizen of the United States.
official statement accompanying the
regulations, this is said of the definitions:
"It is highly Important that every
citizen of the United States should
promptly
familiarize
himself
with
these definitions, for his own protection and for the loyal support of the
government in Its efforts to wage the
war to a successful conclusion."
Enemy Defined In Full Detail.
These are the definitions:
"Any person, of ho matter what nationality, who resides within the territory of the German empire, or the
territory of any of its allies, or the
territory occupied by any of their military forces, is expressly made an 'enemy' or an 'ally of the enemy." "
Thus those American citizens who
have remained within these territor

Jury Indicts Liquor Runnera.
Pueblo. A number of indictments
returned by the federal grand
Jory which has been In session here
for more than a week past. Included
in the number were several based on
charges of violation of the Reed
amendment prohibiting tne shipment
of liquor into a state where its sale
is not allowed, one against Enos P.
Schell of Denver tor alleged embezzlement at the Denver mint, and one
against Walter Lang, a Ute Indian,
upon a charge of ' stealing a government check by forging his thumb-marU. 8.

Germany's Wheat Yield Below Normal.
London.
Tie press association,
from a reliable source, publishes an
economic review of the condition of
the central powers, In the course of
which it says that as a result of a
special investigation ordered by the
German chancellor of the 1917 harvest
It is estimated that the yield will be
40 per cent lower than in normal
years for wheat and 45 per cent lower
for rye, oats and barley. The total
harvest of wheat and rye amounts to

Heard of an Office.
"I see Price hns Joined the army."
Onion Output Double 1916 Crop.
"Good! If he doesn't advance rapidly, he'll be different from all the
Washington.
Enormous increases
other prices."
In production of fall onions, cabbage
and beans over last year are shown
Sunday piety will not make up for In estimates announced by the Departdepravity.
six days'
Fall onion proment of Agriculture.
duction is forecast at 13,554,150 bushGranulated
Eyelids,
IURINE
els, compared with 7,832,700 last year.
3 Sore Evtf. Eve Inflamed hv The acreage this year is 41,300 against
quickly
Wind
Dtiafand
J 5bii.
renevea py j.unne. i ry it in 18,400 last year. Production of cabyour Eyes and in Baby's Eyes. bages Is forecast at 691,920 tons, com-pureEyeC-mf-NoSwrtiM ,J-with 252,310 tons last year. The
acreage la 71.200 against 40,800 laat
year. Almost double the Quantity ef

tó?ES

ies are nevertheless enemies for tb
purpose of these regulations.
"Any person, no matter where residing or of what nationality, who Is doing business within these territories
is made an enemy or an ally of an
enemy. This, of course, applies with
special force to the border neutrals,
and it is this definition that will give
great force to the embargo.
"Any person who there Is reasonable or its allies is an enemy or an
ally of an enemy, no matter where located."
Not only Is it made unlawful to
trade with the persons and firms defined above, but it is unlawful to trade
with:
"Any person who there is reason-caus- e
to believe is acting for or on
account of, for the benefit of an enemy or an ally of the enemy, whoever
and wherever they may be."
It is pointed out in the President's
order that in dealing with subjects of
Germany who are residents of the United States it must be remembered that
their nationality does not prevent ordinary commercial Intercourse with
them. The test of their "enmity" in
this law Is whether they are trading
with or for the benefit of the fatherland. It Is pointed out that they may
be interned under other provisions of
law.
President Defines Trading Minutely.
"Trading" is defined minutely as:
(A)
To pay, satisfy, compromise,
or give security for the payment or
satisfaction of any debt or obligation.
(B) To draw, accept, pay, present
for acceptance or payment, or indorse
any negotiable instrument or chose in
action.
(C)
To enter into, carry on, complete, or perform any contract, agreement or obligation.
(D)
To buy, sell, loan, or extend
credit, trade in, deal with, exchange,
transmit,
transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of or receive any form
of property.
(E) To have any form of business
or commercial communication or Intercourse with.
To enforce and administer all of
these provisions the President creates
the War Trade Board. This board for
good and sufficient reasons may license the trading prohibited generally.
It thus will have absolute control of
practically every phase of world trade
in which Germany or her agents enter
or may try to enter.
The War Trade Board is the same
In personnel as the Exports Administrative Board heretofore operating.
Vance McCormick is chairman and
represents the secretary of state; the
secretary of the treasury has not appointed his representative; Dr. Alonzo
E. Taylor represents the Department
of Agriculture; Thomas D. Jones represents the secretary of commerce;
Beaver White the food administration,
and Frank C. Munson the shipping
board.

Catarrhal Gough
Air. W. S. Brown, R. F. D. No. 4,
Tennessee,
Box 82, Rogersville,

Anv one

writes :
Suffering villi
"I feel It my duty to recommend
Peruna to all sufferers of catarrh or Catarrh in
cough. In the year 1009, I took a
severe case of the la grippe. I then Any form
took a bad cough. I had taken all I will
kinds of cough remedies but got no
relief. I then decided to try Peruna. Advise them
I used five bottles. After taking five To
take
bottles my cough stopped and my
My average
catarrh was cured.
weigh
weight was 115 and now I

()

Peruna

5F 'fA?

MM

Any one- - suffering with
Those who obiect to liquid medl- In any forra I will advise them
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.
,
to take Perunn."
1481,4.

TrainYour System
through the liver, to act naturally, at a fixed time every
day. The best habit in the
world is the habit of health.
Genuine bears signature

Take one pill regularly (more

only if necessary) until you
succeed. Then you can stop
Small Pill
taking them without trouble
Small Dose
Small Price
or annoyance.
This has been the good - health - rule for fifty years.

rtlliriv

T.rArtT

1Ü

XAXAAV rt.VrL.Ei

Time to Fight Mice.
The time to fight mice is when your
house is stilt rid of them. First make
a hard and fast rule that not a erumb
of food Is left exposed In kitchen,
pantry or eupbourd. See also that In
the bedrooms of your home no wafers
or other tasty bits are left where a
mouse might get them and thus, find
encouragement to take up his permanent abode there.
The next thing to do Is to cut off the
means of entrance to your home, and
this Is done by seeing that there are
no loose passageways into the cellar
or open cavities In the wall or loose
woodwork. As a final resource you
will perhaps have to choose between
a mouse trap and a cut. It all depends on your affinity for the feline
pet which you will do. But remember
that, whereas permitting mice to lodge
in your house was fonnely only nn
act of slothful neglect, it .Is now one
of
of the crimes of wastefulness,
should be
which no patriotic-wom- an
guilty. Exchange.

lry

Usually Need Iron in the Blood,

CARTER'S IRON PILLS
Fuel Gas as Petrol Substitute.
The shortage of petrol, as gasoline
is known abroad, occasioned by the
enormous quantities needed on the
battle fronts, hns resulted, In England,
In the Introduction of a fuel alternative. In Kngliind the use of motorcycles for private use necessarily came
to a standstill when the gasoline became acute. But it Is reported that
motorcyclists there soon discovered
that coal gas would serve Just as well,
A gas container In the form 'of ft balloon Is hoisted
on steel support
above the machine, giving the whole
of a zeppelln
outfit the appearance
pup.
They ore popularly termed "balloon
bikes," and are said to operate much
more cheaply on coal gas than on gasoline. The possibilities that might result from a meeting between this new
contraption and a good broadside gale
can only be Imagined, but there would
undoubtedly be no lack of thrills. Exchange.

Town Burns; 1,000 Sheep Poisoned,
Some men are known by the friends
Fairplay, Colo. Five hundred of a
they fall to mnke.
Be happy. Use Red Cross Bag Blue;
flock of 5,000 sheep belonging to Har- much
liquid
blue. Delights
better than
old Chambers of Hartzell were dead in the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
the pens Saturday morning when the
herders entered to care for them. DurIt Surely Is.
ing the day about 600 more died, and
"He was rejected by the army) docthe evidence is that the animals were tors for physical reasons."
You can't afford to be laid up with
poisoned. Saturday night, after work"Well, thut's better thnn being
ore, aching kidneys in these days of
Some occupations bring
high prices.
ing all' day, the flock masters believed
thrown out for not being able to pass
troubles; almost any work
kidney
they had overcome the epidemic and the mental tests."
worse. If you feel
kidneys
makes weak
will be able to save the others. Mr.
lame
tired all the time, and suffer with headChambers believes that the sheep
No Such Thing.
back, sharp pnins, dizzy spells,
aches and disordered kidney action, use
were poisoned. This is the third losa
There is no such thing as solitary
Doan's Kidney Pills. It may save an
of the last two weeks, and has caused happiness. If you object to mntri-monattack of rheumatism, dropsy, or
considerable uneasiness. Friday night
try a dog.
Bright's disease. Doan's have helped
thousands back to health.
Alma, a small mining town near here,
destroyed
by fire. Two
was almost
FOR SKIN TROUBLES
A Colorado Case
weeks ago the haystacks at a ranch
J. K. May, 318 Main
St., Sterling, Colo., says:
near this city were burned by fire That Itch, Burn, Torture and Disfig
"I was almost helpless
my
from a cigarette, and the owner bewith sharp pains inwere
ure Use Cuticura Trial Free.
My limbs
back.
lieves the fire was started with intent
stiff and sore and I alto destroy his hay and farm buildings.
ways felt tired and restThe Sonp to cleanse and purify, the
less. The kidney secreThese three losses are blamed upon Ointment to soothe and heal. They
oftions passed far too ada coterie of I. W. W. here, especially usually afford immediate relief in itchten. On a friend's
vice, I used Doan's Kidas the owner of the farm property be ing, burning eczemas, pimples, dandruff
ney Pills and they freed
lleves he has traced the destruction of and most baby skin troubles.
They
me of the troubles. I
seldom have need of a
his hay to one of them.
trouprevent"
to
skin
tend
little
also
kidney medicine now,
I
nevertheless,
but
bles becomingsgreat I' used dally.
wnnldn'r hr without a
Ireland May Be Chosen Cardinal.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
box ot Doan's In the bouse."
Rome. Another American cardinal Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Get Doan'a at Any Store, 60c a Box possibly Archbishop Ireland may Boston, Sold everywhere. Adv.
Kp
be chosen at a consistory which the
CO. BUFFALO, MY.
Agenzia Volta unofficially announces
Melancholy Thoughts.
will probably be held late in Novem"The falling leaves till me with melancholy thoughts," said the poetic perber or in December.
son. "They used to have that effect
7,500,000 tons, compared to 13,000,000
on me," snld the unpoetic person.
tons in 1913.
"What changed you?" "I moved Into
REPAIRING
nn apartment and don't have to rnke
BY PARCEL POST
any
more."
thetn
President Wilson Issues Proclamation.
Finest equipped plant la West. Shoes received
and shipped by maU. Uen's aoles, SM5, women's
Washington.
The administration
11.00, Write for price list and shipping tags,
Many
Mohammedans.
appealed to America in a presidential
DENVER SHOE FACTOR!,
1645 Out &, Dm. Cat
In Egypt and the Sudan, nine out of
proclamation to make the second Liberty loan even a greater success than every ten men, women and children
All Hakes of Typewriters
are Mohammedans.'
the first, which was oversubscribed
Oenh and installment. All guaraa-tee- a.
Blbbona.
Write us.
more than 60 per cent. The presiWestern Typewriter teles Co.
There's one good thing about golfers
dent's proclamation set aside Wednes1U1
day, October 24th, as Liberty day, and
they never have time to talk about
17.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
asks that patriotic celebrations be held their neighbors.
everywhere in the interest of the loan.
A
is to be granted to all
employes of the federal government.

Keep Yourself Fit

DOAN'S

Denver Directory

QUAC
wnUt

Will Feed Wheat to Livestock.
City. Half a million
Oklahoma
bushels of wheat will be fed to livestock In Oklahoma this fall, it Is Indicated by reports received by the
State Council of Defense from twenty-thre- e
Western counties. In most of
the counties an Increased acreage of
wheat planted Is indicated, but no hope
la held nut that nlonrtrto. win h.
ther stimulated by an increase ot a
few .cents a bushel possible under ntiw

Canadian Farmers
P rofii From Wheat
The war's devastation of
European crops has caused
an unusual demand tor gram
from the American Conti-

marketing arrangements.

beans is forecast, with a total of
bushels in the five principal
growing states New York, Michigan,
Colorado, New Mexico and California.
Golden Company Retains Formula.
Golden. The right to make porcelain, a ault Involving millions and a
secret formula, has been given the
Herold China and Pottery Company
of Golden, In which the Coo ra are Interested, in a legal decision In the
United States District Court at Columbus. Ohio.

ojt-

H

nent The people of the world must
be fed and wheat near $2 a bushel
offers great profits to the farmer.
Canada's invitation b therefore
especially attractive. She wants
settlers to make money and happy,
for themselves by
Erosperous homes
raise immense wheat crops.
Yon can ret a Boaaeatead ef 160 aerea FREE

and other lands at remarkably low prteee. During many
years Canadian wheat fielda have averased 20 bushels to
the acre many yiekla ai high as 45 bu&hrla to the acra.
Wonderful crop ala of Oats, Barley ajat Flax.
Mixed f anaaag as profitable an tnrhratry an grain rala,
big 1 he excellent grasses full of nutrition are the only
food required for beef or dairy purpoet-a- .
Good schools.
Churches, markets convenient, diroate ciceUenr.
Qornnnnent ii crying fanner to put extra acreage laio
for mentare and particulars as to rrdnced
Kilo. Write
tatea to 8up. of InuBigreuoa, utuwa, Canada, et

W. V. BENNETT

Room 4. Dee Dldo, Omaha. Nek.
Canadian

Government

Aevnt

n

ISA.
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Estancia

News-Heral- d

Published erar j Thnradir

J. A. CONST AT.Edi tor nd Owner.
Kntared mm Meonrt class matter Janmary 11,
1901, In the noatottlM st Batanóle. N. M., under
the Aot ol
Marsh , 1901,

tubaoription

$1.60

per yaar

in advance

A SOUND POSITION.

Not without interest to the
people of EI Paso and to the residents of eastern New Mexico is
n
the decision of Judge Reed
Hol-loma-

at Santa Fe in refusing to
permit the sale of the New MexiThi road,
co Central railroad.
through its connection with the
El Paso and Southwestern system at Torrance, furnishes the
shortest route between El Paso
and Santa Fe and all the rich
country in northwestern New
Though but 115 miles
Mexico.
in length, it runs through a country which has lately become one
of the most productive districts
in the state and furnishes the
only outlet for a number of
thriving communities.
The road for some years has
been in the hands of a receiver
and thus directly under' the conNaturally
trol of the court.
anxious that the bondholders and
other creditors shall be protected
as far as possible, Judge Hollo-ma- n
also takes the view that
DIRECTORY

PROFESSIONAL

Torrance County Abstract Co.
A. R. POOL, Manager

ESTANCIA,

.N.MEX.

Fifteen years experience as an Ab
see us before placing your
Btracter.
orders, .satisfaction guaranteed.

DR. H. T. WICHMAN
Physician and Surgeon
Office in

rear of Estancia Savings Bank
Building

ESTANCIA, N. M.

D. S. KING

Coonty Surveyor
Agrimensor de Condado
Mcintosh, N. M.
v

W. H. MASON

Physician and

Optician

some consideration is due the
people
living along the line.
These people, sturdy American
farmers, all of them, have survived the lean years, borne the
sufferings and hardships of the

No beans have been shipped
from Estancia yet. A few have
been sold at 10c, but we are fold
the buyers cannot at this time
ship them except at a loss.

pioneer and are just emerging
They have
into prosperity.
solved the problem of raising
crops with little moisture and
this year, possibly for the first
time, they are commencing to
reap the reward of their efforts.
If the road is abandoned, these
people will be ruined; they will
be cut off from their markets
and they will be forced to move,
and the farms upon which they
have labored for years will revert to sheep pastures.
This is what Judge Holloman
He is willis seeking to avoid.
ing that the road shall be sold,
but he is anxious that the pur
chasers shall give asstirance that
the property will continue to be
operated.
He is confident that
it can be made to pay expense?,
The people living in the Estancia
valley and along the line of
the New Mexico Central road
were induced to settle there be
cause of the presence of the railroad, without which, the country
would have remained a sparsely
The
set' led grazing district.
present high cost of steel and the
unusual demand caused by the
war makes it profitable to tear
up railroads and ship their rails
at.d equipment to Europe. It is
understood that several opera
tions of this kind affecting some
fifteen hundred miles of railroad
have been carried out by the
company which proposes to pur
chase the New Mexico Central,
But this does not suit Judge Hoi
loman.
He takes the view that
the, food crops raised on the
farms along the line are more important as a factor in winning
the war than would be the sec
rails and other equip
ment if taken to the fighting
zone to say nothing of the
rights of the people who would
be forced by the wrecking of the
road to abandon their hard-wo-

Proposed

ond-han- d

Prohibition

Amendment

Committee Substitute for Senate Joint
Resolutions Numbers Two and Three.
Proposing

an Amendment

State of

New

to the Constitution

Mexico, by Adding Thereto

Article, the Same to

Be

Numbered

of

the

Another

XXIII.

It Resolved

by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
Tbat the Constitution of the State of
New Mexico be and it is hereby
amended by adding thereto a new article to be numbered and designated as
Article XXIII, Intoxicating Liquors,
as follows:
Be

ARTICLE

Intoxicating

XXIH.

liquors.

Section 1. From and after the first
day of October, A. D. nineteen hundred
and eighteen, no person, association or
corporation, shall, within this state,
manufacture for sale, barter or gift,
any ardent spirits, ale, beer, alcohol,
wine or liquor of any kind whatsoever
containing alcohol; and no person, association, or corporation shall import
into this state any of such liquors or
beverages for sale, barter or gift; and
no person, association or corporation,
shall, within this state, sell, or barter,
or keep for sále or barter any of such
liquors or beverages, or offer any of
such liquors or beverages for sale, barter or trade; PROVIDED, nothing in
this section shall be held to apply to
denatured or wood alcohol, or grain alcohol when intended and used for medicinal, mechanical or scientific purposes only, or to wine, when intended
and used for sacramental purposes
only.
Sec. 2. Until otherwise provided by
law, any person violating any of the
provisions of section one (1) of this
article, shall upon conviction, be punished by a fine of not less than fifty
dollars, nor more than one thousand
dollars, or shall be imprisoned in the
county Jail for not less than thirty
days nor more than six months, or by
both such fine and imprisonment, and
upon conviction for a second and subsequent violation of said section such
person shall be punished by a fine of
not leas than one hundred dollars nor
more than one thousand dolíais, and
shall be imprisoned in the county jail
or state penitentiary for a term of not
less than three months nor more than
one year.
for the Amendmen- t-

n

homes.

Agalnst

the Amendment

This position seems both sound
just and it is to be hoped
tbat
it will be sustained by the
N.M.
Estancia,
0flirth ii.in8t..
higher court. The New Mexico Proposed Judicial District Amendment
NO. 19.
AMENDED
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION
Central has sinned in the past.
the Amendment of Sections 12 aud 25 of
It has been made the football of Proposing
Article VI of the Constitution of the State of
politics and the plaything of
Amble
New Mexico, Entitled "Judicial Department.'
politicians and financial advenPhysician and Surgeon
turers. But the people of Santa Be it Resolved by the Legislature of
Treating
Office prsetice and consultation.
Fe and other New Mexico towns the State of New Mexico
of Eyes and Fitting of tilas6es a Speoialty.
That Sections 12 and 25 of Article
have likewise been blameworthy.
Office at Drug Store
They have been slow to realize VI of the Constitution of the State of
MOUNTAIN AIR, N. M.
the importance of the road in the. New Mexico be amended so that said
development of the state, and sections respectively shall read as fol
they have not given it the sup lows:
Chas. F. Easley
Chas. R. Easley
port necessary to keep it away "Section 12. From and after the
EASLEY & EASLEY
from the rocks of bankruptcy. first day of January, 1919, the state
Attorneys at Law
Threatened with the loss of the shall be divided into nine judicial disline, however, they are at iaBt tricts and a judge shall be chosen for
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
awake, and there is every reason each district by the qualified electors
SANTA FE, N. M.
to believe that, if arrangements thereof at the election for representacan be made to weather the pres tives in Congress in the year 1918 and
ent gale, the property will be put each Bixth year thereafter. The terms
on a nrm financial basis and will of office of the district judges shall be
soon become a paying as well as six years."
FRED H. AYERS
"Sec. 25. From and after January
a useful property.
New Mexico
needs more railroads and the 1st, 1919, the btate shall be divided
Attorney and Connseior at Law
state certainly cannot afford to into nine judicial districts, as follows:
Of flee hours 9 M a m to 4 :80p m
permit any portion of its existing
First District The counties of Santa
ESTANCIA,
The loss Fe, Rio Arriba, and San Juan,
NEW MEXICO mileage to be torn up.
Second District The counties
of
of the New Mexico Central
would be a catastrophe to the Bernalillo, McKinley and Sandoval.
e. B. Bwing
of
Third District The counties
Estancia valley, a blow to Santa
DENTIST
Fe and a serious loss to the en Dona Ana, Otero, Lincoln and TorESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
tire state. It should not be per rance.
bometimes out of town first of week, mitted if there are legal means
Fourth District The counties of San
but always in Estancia office FridayB to prevent it. m Paso Times
Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe.
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY

nd

C.J.

and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building

W. DRAYTON WASSON
Attorney at Law
WillsracticeinallCourtsof
ESTANCIA

New Mexico

NEW MEX.

RESTAURANT
Chili and Short Orders

Fifth District

The counties of Cha

The postoffice department has vez, Eddy and Lea.
sprung a íoke on Postmaster All
Sixth District The counties of Grant
man. The Estancia postoffice and Luna.
District The counties of
has Deen made the supply point SeventhValencia
and Sierra.
for all the other offices in the Socorro.
Eighth District The counties of Col
county twenty-twin number. fax. Taos and Union.
Ninth District The counties of De
And nothing was said about Dav
Curry. Quay and Roosevelt
mg a bookkeeper for him.
He Baca.
"In case of the creation of new
had J. E. Patterson over from counties
the Legislature shall have
Lucy helping him a few days last power to attach them to any contigu
ous district for judicial purposes."
week.
o

"All suits, indictments, matters and
oroceedinira Dendine in the several die
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof
trict courts of the state, and all crim
inal offenses committed at or prior to
Cakes and Pies
the time this amendment goes into et- J. R, WASH.
fect, shall proceed to determination
and be prosecuted in the courts of the
districts hereby established in liki
manner as if the districts had been so
cnnstitiited at the time such suits, in
dictments, matters, proceedings and
Wagon Yard
offenses were respectively commenced,
found and committed.
All Kinds of Feed
We have used cars ranging in
For the purpose or electing tne
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M.
for said districts this amendjudges
price from $250 to $800. GOOD ment shall
be effective November 1st,
CARS
.REBUILT
STANDARD
,
1918. and the judge for each district
Also V on righe-nipWrite us what you need and let shall be chosen by the electors of the
cross on rieht boul us figure with you.
counties comprising the respective dis
der, XX on left hip.
uercui ucukiwwu.
trict
Ranee 6 miles north
For the Amendment
1 mile west of Lucy.
Notify Mrs. S. A. THE COOPER MOTOR CO.
Edmonds & Sons.
Distributors Reo Automobiles
Against the Amendment
Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
branda strayed from range.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Pigola Bread

Raymond T. Sanchez
General Merchandise

2

Used Cars
For Sale or Will
Trade For Beans

h

u

ELECTION

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, by Section 1977, 1915 Codification of the Statutes of New Mexico, it is made the duty of the Board of
County Commissioners of each county
in the State of New Mexico to proclaim
the elections that are to be held in the
respective counties ten days before the
election by proclamation and by publi
cation in each of the two leading newspapers published in Buch county, to give
notice of the object of the election and
the place where said election is to be
held in each precinct in said county;
and when there is no daily newspaper
published in such county, that the same
may be published in a weekly newspaper, and where the samé is published in
a weekly newspaper the same Bhall be
published therein in two issues thereof
prior to the date when such election is
to be held;
Therefore, the Board of County Com
misaioners of Torrance County, State
of New Mexico, in special session held
at Estancia, the county seat of said
county, on the 22nd day of October, A. D.
1917, in pursuance of the requirements
of said section 1977, hereby gives public
notice that an election will be held in
said county on the Tuesday next after
the first Monday in November, 1917,
the same being the Sixth day of November;
That the object of said election is to
vote for the adoption or rejection of
threa proposed amendments to the Con
stitution of the State of New Mexico,
said amendments being designated as
"Committee Substitute for Senate Joint
Resolutions Numbers two and three,"
"House Joint Resolution No. 24," and
"Amended House Joint Resolution No
19," respectively, each amendment to
be voted on separately.
That the places where the election is
to be held in each precinct in said county, is as follows:
Precinct No. 1, Tajique, at th e house
of Cecilio Sanchez.
Precinct No. 2,
Torreón, at the
hall of Adolfo Gallegos.
Precinct No. 3, Manzano, at the hall

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
CJ. S. Land Ofilce at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 1, 1017.
Notice is hereby given that Luz 0
Sandoval, widow of Agapito Sandoval,
of Torreón, New Mexico, who, on October 16, 1914, made homestead entry,
No. 021040, for nwij ne4, Section 30,
Township Ü north, Range 6 east, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, U. S.
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on November 19, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Ruiz,
Salve B. Lopez,
Francisco Sanchez, Jose Perea, all of
Torreón, New Mexico,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

FPOctllLPNov8
CROUP.

your children are subject to croup
get a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, and when the attack comes
on be careful to follow the plain printYou will be surprised
ed directions.
at the quick relief which it affords.

If

Administrator's

Ciénega, at the houEe

of Antonio Torres
Precinct No. 5,

Punta, at the house

of Daniel Torrez.
Precinct No. 6, Willard, at the hall
G. B. Salas.
Precinct No. 7, Estancia, at the house
of G. W. Pope.
Precinct No. 8, Morinrty, at the
house of Albert Irvin.
Precinct No 9, Palma, at the house
of J. M. Abeytia.
Precinct No. 10, Duran, at the hall of
Blas Duran.
Precinct No. 11, Pinos Wells, at the
hall of Issaias Chavez.
Precinct No. 12, Encino, at the house

of

of Perfecto Jaramillo.
Precinct No. 13, Abo, at the house of
M, Valdez.
Precinct No. 14, Lucia, at the house
of M. A, Maloney.
Precinct No. 15, Mountainair, at the
house of Jim Payne.
Precinct No. 16, Mcintosh, at the
house of J. A. Brittain.
Precinct No. 17, Jaramillo, at the
house of Polinario Chavez.
Precinct No. 38, Cedarvale, at the
house of L. W. DeWolf.
Precinct No. 19, Lucero, at the house
of Max Montoya.
Precinct Mo. 20, Varney, at the house
of John Kimmons.
Done at Estancia, the County seal
of Torrance County, State of New
Mexico, this the 22nd day of October.
A. D. 1917.
JESUS CANDELARIA,
Chairman of the Board of County
flommiBsioners of Torrance County,
New Mexico.
Attest:
JULIAN SALAS.
(Seal)
Clerk.

Jesus

Thedford's
Black-Draug- ht

Mrs. W. F. Pickle, of
Rising Fawn.Ga., writes:
"We have used Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
as
a family medicine. My
mother-in-law
could not
take calomel as it seemed
too strong for her, so she
used Black-Draug- ht
as a
mild laxative and liver
regulator
We use it
in the family and believe
it is the best medicine for
the liver made." Try it
Insist on the genuine
Thedford's. 25c a pack
E-age.

...

convincing proof of merit?
Albert Mercier, carpenter, 422 N.
Eleventh St., Albuquerque. N. Méx.,
"Over-wor- k
brought on kidney
says:
trouble and I was laid up with a lame
I feared to move a muscle beback.
cause of the sharp pains, that pieiced
My kidneys didn't act properly
me.
and I was often compelled to get up
several times at night to pass the kidney secretions. The first box of Doan's
Kidney Pills helped me greatly and before I had finished the second box, I
The cure has proven perwas cured.
manent now for years."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simremedy get
ply ask for a kidney
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-Milbour- n
Mr. Mercier had.
ady
Co., Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.

Shoe and Harness

tate,
SWif, and lots 2, 3 and 4, the S of
the NW,y, the SWJÍ of the NEM, all
in Sec. 3, T. 8N R. 10 E. of the New
Mexico Meridian in New Mexico, and
the said SWM will be sold separately
from the other land.
Witness my
hand this ,'lrd'dayof October, A. D.

Repairing

guaranteed

All work

Shop on North Main Street

1917.
25

THOS. B. RAPKOCH,
Special Master.

Estancia,

New Mexico

The Good Kind
4

When you buy Candy, you
might just as well have the
good kind.
Buy at this
store and tnat's what you get.

Keep Well
Do not allow the
poisons of undigested
food to accumulate in
your bowels, where lhey
are absorbed into your
system, jnaigestion, constipation, headache, bad
blood, and numerous
other trouble: sre bound
to follow.
Keep your
system clean, as thousands of others do, by
taking an occasional dose
of the old, reliable, vegetable, family liver medicine.

There is a Heap of Solace in Being Able to Depend Upon a
Well Earned Reputation,
For months Estancia readers have
seen the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pilla, and read about
the good work done in this locality.
What other remedy ever produced such

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned administrator of the estate
of George Munshower, deceased, will
on or after the 5th day of November,
1917, sell at public or private sale to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the highest and best bidder for cash,
Department of the Interior
Lots 3 and 4, Block A, in the town pf U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
Said sale will be
Estancia, N. M.
October 1, 1917.
made pursuant to an order of court,
Notice is hereby given that William
chargepurpose
paying
of
debts
for the
H. Hill, of Estancia, New Mexico, who,
able against said estate.
on July 17, 1914, made homestead entry,
GEO. W. POPE,
No. 0214011, for 8e?4 nw4', sw ne.U',
Administrator,
nw.y se)4, ne.U' swJi, Section 34,
Township 7 north, Range 7 east, N. M.
Notice of Special Master's Sale. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenProof, to
In pursuance of a judgment and de- tion to make final three-yea- r
cree of foreclosure and sale rendered establish claim to the land above dein the District court of Torrance Coun- scribed, before Neal Janson, U. S.
ty, State of New Mexico, on the 27th Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mext
day of June, 1917, at Estancia, N. M., ico, on November 19, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
in a certain cause numbered 046 Civil,
therein pending, wherein John E. Cole
Walter Elam, O. C. Loveless, Pete
is plaintiff and William Cornforth and Pellissero, Charley P. May, all of EsLula Cornforth and John L. Finley are tancia, New Mexico.
defendants; said action being a suit for FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
'
the foreclosure of mortgage deeds, in FPOctULPNov8
which action plaintiff obtained judg$100 Reward, $100
ment against defendants which judg
The readers of this paper will be
ment remains unpaid in the sum of
to learn that there is at least
pleased
$865.46, together with interest thereone dreaded disease that eclence has
on at the rate of 8 per cent per annum been able to cure in all its stages and
is catarrh. Catarrh being greatly
from the 19th day of December 1916, that
conditions
influenced by constitutional
y
Hall's
payable
until paid, and requires constitutional treatment.
internally
and
is
Medicine
taken
Catarrh
costs and expenses of suit, and also acts thru the Blood on the Mucous Surrecovered judgment for the sale of the faces of the System thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease,upgiving the
mortgaged premises.
the conpatient strength by building
and assisting nature in doing its
Notice is hereby given that I, the stitution
The proprietors have so much
work.
undersigned special master appointed
faith in the curative powers of Hall's
Medicine that they offer One
by the court to sell the hereinafter de Catarrh
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails
scribed mortgaged premises, will, at to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo.
the front door of the court house in Ohio. Sold by all Druggist, 760.
Estancia, N. M., on the 16th day of
November, A. D. 1917, at 2 o'clock in
the afternoon of said day, sell at pub-li- e
auction' to the highest bidder for
R B. eoeHKANB cash the following described real es-

of J. J. Turrieta.
Precinct No. 4,

Sale.

TESTED flRD
PR0VEN

Estancia Drug Company
j

BHRNET FREILINGER

I

The Land Man

I

He Buys and Sella Real Estate and Live Stock

ESTflrveia,

5
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esaoco easassELs esses
Neal Jenson

U. S. Commissioner

Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Kent.
--

.

Estancia, New Mexico
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"FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR"

1

Nation Calls on New Mexico to Mobilize 50,000
Families This Month to Help Win America's War
They are mobilizing the homes
of America to Win the War- GET IN LINE- Fifty thousand New Mexico families must be enrolled in the week
beginning October 28 for the Food
Service Army; an army without
which the National Army will be
recruited In vain.
Fifty thousand Hoover pledge
cards must be signed up in twenty-eigcounties and over 1200
school districts In the state of
New Mexico. Every patriot must
help.
Every New Mexican must appreciate the vital importance of perfecting this great Democratic, Universal-service,
Volunteer,
Kaiser-defeatin-

Humanity-sa-

organization.
Twenty-fiv- e
million American
homes are to enter Into a solemn
personal compact with their government to do all In their power,
every day to save wheat meat,
sugar and fats for America's allies
by preventing waste and using
substitutes which cannot be sent
Unless this is done Deabroad.
mocracy's Line of Defense will be
broken!
New Mexico's 50,000 families
can feed 'a great army in France
and Belgium without undergoing
any hardship.
A tremendous wave of enthusiasm fon Food Pledge Week is
sweeping America.
New Mexico
must ride on the crest of the
wave!
ving

This Is the world's "Greatest Adventure in Democracy." Nothing
like it has ever been attempted in
the history of any country.
New Mexico has done wonders

in increasing her food production,
In sending men to the training

camps, in supporting the Liberty
Loan, In contributing to the Red
Cross, in every patriotic activity
necessitated by the war. Let New
Mexico set the pace in the southresponse
west In the nation-wid- e
to the Hoover Appeal. Our state
Is vast; distances are Immense;
the country compared- to eastern
states Is sparsely settled; but with
the spirit already shown by her
people, there Is no good reason
why she should not make a record
in signing up Food Service Recruits and pledging her quota of
the army of 25,000000 families
which Is to nail Prussian autoc

racy to the mast and vindicate
Civilization.
EVERY BISCUIT IS A BULLET.
Every pound of meat and every
bushel of wheat saved for the
Allies helps to wipe out a Prussian battalion; to bring down a
r;
Boche
to sink a submarine; to save the life of a Tommy
or a Sammy or a Poilu; to stanch
the wounds of Belgium, TO ESTABLISH
LIBERTY
HUMAN
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD!
THEY ARE MOBILIZING THE
HOMES OF AMERICA TO WIN
THE WAR,
GET IN LINE1

Helping Hoover
Delegates from all the coasts of the
United abates attended a recent conference of wholesale fish distributors
with the U. S. Food Administration at
Washington.
The fish industry is to
be mobilized and production speeded
up and frozen fish will be popularized
in the campaign to induce the American people to eat more fish and thus
release more meat for the Allies.
Adjustments are being made by the
Food Arministration of previously
fixed wheat prices in the Pacific
Northwest and California, indicating
a possible movement toward modifying the first bases fixed in various
parts of the country.
Manufacturers of canned milk, rep95 per cent of the entire industry in the United States have
agreed voluntarily and unanimously in
conference with the Food Anministra-tio- n
to submit their business to the
supervision
of the Administration
during (he period of the war and to
making the profit
profits,
war
no
take
on goods sold the public the same
as on those sold the army and navy.

resenting

The American

urers' Association,

IF YOU'RE PATRIOTIC-G- ET

".-wjwrtnonr-T- Oiv

u
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Specialty Manufactrepresenting vast

manufacturing and advertising interests have pledged their support to the
This affects
Food Administration.
practically every dealer in specialty
It
package goods in the country.
means the enlistment of thousands
and
of wholesale and retail merchants
their traveling salesmen In conservation activities.

Issued by Stale Food Administration

FEED THE CALVES,
HAVE MEATLESS
DAYS, SAVE BEEF
SHIP YOUNG STUFF WHERE IT
CAN GET FAT, ADVICE OF
SENATOR PANKEY; GIVE THE
RANGE A CHANCE; TRY SELF.
MEAT
DENIAL;
SHORTAGE
IS
LIBERTY'S
GREATEST
DANGER.
BY B. F. PANKEY

(Note Former Senator Pankey, of
Santa Fe, is owner of the great
Pan-ke- y

Ranch of some 114,000 acres in
Santa Fe county and one of the chief
cattle-grower- s
of New Mexico. He is
chairman of the Livestock Committee
of The State Food Administration.)
The problem of wheat, while serious
enough, is not the greatest of Ameriproblems. Wheat can
ca's
be made Into a bread within a year
after the crop is sown.
The potato is another food product
which is especially valuable this year;
but the potato may be made ready
for consumption in about one third
of a year.
Wheat, again, is a product which
may be held in storage indefinitely,
and whose deterioration is only slight
after a number of years.
In my opinion the most serious
problem confronting us at the present
time is the actual shortage of meat
products. With best beef cattle, sheep
and hogs in the principal markets at
almost 20 cents per pound live weight,
the indications are that there will be
a further advance In such meats.
It is Important that some plan be
devised to meet the situation now. It
is true that sheep and hogs may be
produced within a year for consumption; but what about beef, which is
more largely used than either mutton
or pork, when it requires from two to
four years to get cattle ready for the
Cattle are being conconsumer?
sumed now much faster than they are
being produced because ouf ranges are
not producing beef as they did in
former years. The great cattle ranges
are a thing of the past. Settlers have
come in in large numbers and taken
up lands formerly ocupied by cattle-raiserThese settlers are very desirable; they assist in building up
our great state, and we welcome them.
Eventually, they will solve the problem of the shortage of beef, as each
will naturally produce as many cattle
as his range wil permit. But it will be
several years before he can become a
factor in beef production; he has to
first improve his homestead and put
down wells; it Is bound to be several

THE HOOVER HABIT!
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year before he la offering three and
four year old steers for sale.
Meanwhile, while we are waiting for
the producer to come to our relief,

we must devise some immediate means
of meeting the shortage of beef which
actually exists and which will become
acute within two years. Everyone will
admit that beef is high because of the
present shortage, but what shall the
remedy for this shortage be?
A Temporary Remedy.
I can suggest only a temporary
remedy; and I am not sure that my
plan would prove entirely satisfactory
or bring the Results desired. New
Mexico and Arizona are two of the
greatest cattle producing states where
cattle live the entire year on ranges
without other feed than grasses in
winter, these grasses being highly

nutritious.

But this year there has

been a deficiency in rainfall over most
of the area of the two states. Not
only so, but in other cattle producing
states there is a serious lack of grass
with which to feed cattle now on the
meal
ranges. Alfalfa and cotton-see- d
are too high to be fed to these cattle
without great cost. In Tiew of this
situation I am strongly of the opinion
that cattle breeders should sell off all
their steer cattle, including steer
calves and old cows, so that their
breeding herds can have more grass;
so that they will not be compelled to
nourish a big strong calf which would
sell in the market for $25 or $30 and
which will actually weigh more on
November first that if kept on the
range for six months longer. This
will also apply to steers of other
ages.
Feeding Will Double Weight.
These cattle, if sold to Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri farmers, will
nearly double in weight if shipped to
these states and put in feed lots,
where they will have plenty of the
feed that these states produce.
The feeders in the middle states
are anxious 'to buy these cattle and
are swarming the markets of Kansas
City and Omaha in search of this class
of cattle. But if these cattle are sold
directly to the feeders of these states
from our ranges, it will be necessary
for them to go through stockyards
where yardage, commission, additional freight and other expenses take
from the producer from two dollars
to five dollars peí head. The question will naturally be asked, how may
these buyers or feeders be reached?
List With Association.
My suggestion is, that the cattleman list what he has for sale with
the New Mexico Cattle and Horse
Growers' Association at Albuquerque,
The Associawhich costs nothing.
tion will advertise briefly in the Kanpapers
to the efsas and Nebraska
fect that they have a list of persons
having cattle for sale which they can
This would
furnish on application.
elicit many inquiries from buyers who
could be put into direct communication with the seller; and better prices
could be obtained than by putting the
cattle on an open market, which is apt
at times to be

The counties of
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SUPPLEMENT

Hoover's Stirring Appeal to Nation To Enter
On World's Greatest Adventure in Democracy
Herbert Hoover, food administrator, has issued the following statement inaugurating the food pledge
week of October 28 to Nov. 4:
4, has
"The week of Oct.
been selected for a Nationwide campaign to complete the enrollment of
our forces in conservation of our food
supply. The harvest is now in hand
and we can measure the world's resources. The available supplies of this

harvest are less than last year; the
demand upon us is greater than last
year and from the last harvest we exported more than we could really afford. We can only meet the call upon
us next year by saving and by substitution of commodities which cannot be transported. The Allies are
our first line of defense; they must
be fed; and food will win the war.
All Europe is on rations or restricted
supplies; only in our pwn country is
each one permitted to judge for himself the duty he owes his country in
food consumption, although the world
depends upon us to guard and provide its food supply. This is a duty
of necessity, humanity, and of honor.
As a free people we have elected to
discharge this duty, not under auto- What profit can there be in keeping
a steer for the six winter months when
his weight does not Increase a Bingle
pound and he makes only a small
Besides, during these six
growth?
months I speak of there is a loss from
poverty and othei causes
leg,
black
of at least 15 per cent.
Predatory Animals.
There is another great loss to our
beef producers and cattle raisers
which is greater than we are really
aware of and that is the .loss from
predatory animals; the mountain lion,
bear, panther, wolf or lobo, the latter,
in my opinion, being our worst enemy.
I have known of one wolf killing as
many as fifty head of cattle during
one winter season, and he was a three
legged wolf at that, one of his front
legs having been cut off in a trap. He
is now too wary to go near a trap.
Four of the best known hunters in
New Mexico have spent much time
for more than a year trying to trap
one wolf. Such depredations cause a
great loss to the cattlemen, and the
present wild animal bounty plan is not
adequate to stop these ravages. At
some future time I may suggest a
plan which I think will rid the state
of these predatory animals to some extent.
Eat Less Meat.
There is within our power another
means for the conservation of beef;
one which lies entirely within the
control of each individual. We are a
nation of meat eaters; we eat twice
as much meat as we should for good
we would eat meat only once a day.
health; we would all be better off it

FOOD WINS THE WAR

:t

I

Diooa,
and
numerous
other troubles sre bound

cratio decree, but without other restraint than the guidance of individual conscience. On the success of this
unprecedented adventure in democracy will largely stake the Issue of
the war. We are asking every householder, every hotel, restaurant and
dealer in foodstuffs, in the Nation, to
become a member of the food administration for" conservation; and to pledge
themselves to 'follow insofar as circumstances permit, the suggestions
that will be offered from time to
time as to measures of food saving.
"For us there is no threat of privation. We wish only that our people
should eat plenty, but wisely, and
without waste. "Wisdom in eating' is
to make possible such adjustments in
our food consumption and exports to

our Allies. By elimination of waBte we
and
serve ourselves economically
morally.
"I therefore appeal to the churches
and to the schools for their assistance
in this crusade; to all the organizations for defense, local and national;
to all the agencies, commercial, socidl
and civic, that they join the administration in this work for the fundamental safety of the Nation.
HERBERT HOOVER."
(Signed)
Why not make a sacrifice and have
two meatless days each week; for inAt
stance, Tuesdays and Fridays.
of our people now do
least one-hanot eat meat on Fridays; but why not
the other half? Go them one day better and add another meatless day.
This would soon allow the production
of beef to overtake the consumption,
and in this way we who are not called
on to shoulder arms in defense of our
country may be of some aid in winning the great war we are now engaged in for democracy and freedom
It Is the duty
for future generations.
of every patriot to deny himself something; that by this aid he may be of
some service toward the ultimate victory, which will surely be ours, and
which will come sooner if we all help
in the conservation of meats, so that
our soldiers who are actually in the
line of battle may have this sustenance bo much needed if they are to be
fit for duty in the field. There are
thousands of mothers who would deny
meat every day in the
themselves
week if they knew their sons would
be benefitted by such denial.
It is a fact. We must all deny ourselves in order that our boys may be
benefitted. The situation may not
seem serious to some of us now, but
within a year this beef shortage will
prove to be extremely serious unless
we begin the conservation of meat
now.
I have endeavored to present the
case as I see it, and am willing to be
criticised if the facts can be brought
out thereby to the end that our people may be advised and study the
conservation of meat.

NEW MEXICO FOOD HELPS!
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HOOVER SUPPLEMENT

Detailed Plan of Food Pledge Drive
In New Mexico, Week Beginning October 28
OF
ORGANIZATION
OUTLINE
WHICH 13 TO ENROLL 50,000
NEW MEXICO HOMES TO WIN
THE WAR.
IMPORTANT

READ CAREFULLY.

Pledge Card
Campaign begins October 28, next
and continues for eight days, ending
the evening of November 4.

The National

Clean-U-

p

ORGANIZATION.
County Organization:
County Superintendent of Schools
County Chairman.
In charge of
the campaign in each county.
ASSISTANTS TO COUNTY CHAIRMAN:
Every teacher in the county and
the school children. Chairman of
Woman's Auxiliary State Council
Women's Clubs
of Defense.
Members
of State Federation
Women's Clubs. County Agricultural Agents. Agents State CounRepresentatives
cil of Defense.
of Food Administration in each
School District. Fraternal Organizations. Churches and Sunday
Schools. Women of the National
Army.
Commercial
Clubs and
Patriotic Societies.
These organizations will work and
in every way with the County Chairman, among their respective
people, so that no family will be
missed.
OF PLEDGE CARD CAMPAIGN.
PLEDGE CARD is to be signed by
each housewife. On the signing of the
Pledge Card the HOME CARD OP INSTRUCTIONS
and the WINDOW
CARD are to be delivered.
The Winplaced
Card
dow
to be
in the window
of such home as an emblem that such
home Is helping to win the war.
SCHEME

PERSONS

WHO WILL HAVE
CARDS.
The three different classes of cards
will be sent to each school teacher in
the State, County Superintendents of
Schools, Representatives of the Federal Food Administration in each
school district and to the County
Chairman, Woman's Auxiliary State
Council of Defense. Cards may be obtained from any of these persons.
DUTIES OF SCHOOL TEACHERS.
Teachers will explain to children the
purpose of the campaign and why we
have to prevent waste and substitute
certain foods for others.
Pledge Cards will be given to each
child to take home and have mother
Eign. When Pledge Cards are returned
to teacher, he oí she will give the
child the HOME CARD AND WINDOW CARD to be taken home. The
children are also to have Pledge Cards
signed in THOSE HOMES WHERE
THERE ARE NO CHILDREN.

NO WINDOW CARDS ARE TO BE
GIVEN OUT UNTIL PLEDGE CARD
IS SIGNED.
REPORTS.
At the end of each day during the
campaign each teacher will report to
the County School Superintendent the
number of Pledge Cards signed that
day. The Superintendent will wire
Ralph C. Ely, Federal Food Administrator, Santa Fe, at the end of each
day the number of cards signed that
day and the Federal Food Administrator will advise Washington. These
telegrams may come "Collect Government Rate."
Each worker of the county organization will also reprrt to the County
Superintendent
so that he will have
a full report from all workers each
day.
BE VERY CAREFUL OF THE
WINDOW CARDS as the National
Campaign Committee have furnished
up with a limited number as it is impossible to get more printed, the printing tstablishment being rushed with
Oaly those who sign Pledge
work
Cards are entitled to the Window
Cards.
The Pledge Cards are to be mailed
direct to Santa Fe to the Federal Food
Administrator.
They are addressed,
and REQl.mE NO STAMP, as they
como under franking privilege.
SUCCESS depends on every worker
doing his utmost each day during the
campaign. The honor of New Mexico
is at stake and we must meet our
quota of 50,000 signed Pledge Cards.
The campaign is endorsed by religious, fraternal, commercial, civic and
patriot'c organizations in the Nation.
It Is Nation-wip- e
and will be carried
on in everv state at the same time.
The State Executive Committee having charge of the campaign is as follows:
R. II. Ilaiina, Chairman, Chief Justice Supreme Court.
Mrs. W. E Lindsey,
President
Woman's Auxilinry, State Council of
Defense.
Rev. A. Mandalari, Special Representative of His Grace Archbishop J. B.

Pitaval.
J. H. Wagner, State Superintendent
Public Instruction.
B.

C.

Hernandez,

Treasurer.
H. B. Karr, President N. M. Feder-

ation of Labor.

Mrs. Rupert .Asplund,

State Federation Women's Clubs.
Atanasio

Montoya, County Superin-

tendent Schools Bernalillo County.
Melvin T. Dunlavy, Secretary Committee.
J. H. Toulouse will have full charge
of the campaign, under the State Executive Committee, as State Manager.
He will visit as many counties as possible in the limited time to help perfect county organizations.

PROBLEMS IN
CONSERVATION
FOR THE SCHOOLS
(Sent by State Food Administration
to Teachers of New Mexico for Solution by School Pupils.)
1. What countries in Western Europe are our allies in the great war?
2.
What are the total population of
the following countries: France, Italy,
Belgium and the United Kingdom?
3. For three years before the war
the people of the foregoing countries
used a great deal of wheat which they
procured each year as follows:
899,675,000
By home production,
bushels; imported from the United

States,

79,426,000

bushels; imported,

from Canada, 112,900,000 bushels;
ported from all other countries,

What was the total consumption?
4.
What was the average consumption of wheat per person in all of these
countries?
5. Where did the "imports from all
other countries" come from?
6. Can the allies on the western
front get wheat from Russia this year?
If not, why not?
7. Where is the wheat produced in
Bulgaria
and
now? Why?

Roumania

consumed

Do these countries produce much
wheat?
8. By what routes is wheat shipped
from India and Australia to England
or France?
How does the distance compare with
the distance from the great wheat
fields of Canada
and the United
States?
9.
What makes it especially undesirable to ship wheat from India or
Australia to England now?
10. What have been the crop conditions in Argentina this last year?
11. It is estimated that the countries mentioned in question numbered
2 will this yeai produce 393, 770,000
bushels of wheat. What is their crop
shortage?
12. Where must they get this extra

supply?

13.
Can they get the wheat this
year which they formerly "imported
from all other countries?" If not.
where must they look for this food?
14. The United States will this year
produce about 678,000,000 bushels of
wheat.
Our normal consumption
amounts to 509,304,000 bushels per
year. What Is our surplus available
for export based on normal consump-

tion?

15. If all of our people substitute
other foods for wheat two days each
week, how much will their self-deniadd to our surplus available for ex-

port?

16. What did France do for America in our war for Independence?
Can

SAVE WHEAT, BEEF, PORK, FATS, SUGAR.
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HOOVER SUPPLEMENT
towe not do as much for Freedom
day?
Write a little essay on this sub-

Food Pledge Campaign Postponed

By Request of President Wilson

ject.

TO THE TEACHERS:
are inThe foregoing questions
tended to make children think, hunt,
history,
ask questions and realize that
geography and arithmetic- - are real.
Lots ot little people learn something to recite in one class and forget it or fail to apply it in another.
We want them to live their lessons.
reThese questions should induce a
search and if you can head the little
will go
ones in the right direction they history-is
a long ways in realizing that ever betoday
than
making faster
fore.
I shall send you more of these blackboard exercises and they should help
to vitalize the war not only to the
children but to their parents.
Yours very truly,
RALPH C. ELY,
Federal Food Administrator.
The person who wastes food during
war time is helping the enemy.
Keep the hens in laying trim. Their
"shells" are valuable food ammunition.
Do your part to help get 50,000
pledge cards signed up in New Mexico,
October 28 to November 4.

Farm boys should lay in plenty pa-of
to be
nuts and popcorn. It's goingcandy
this
triotic to eat it instead of

winter.

C. O. Crist of the national food adto
ministration will be in New Mexico
help in the Big Drive October 28 to
'

November

4.

School teachers huve a tremendous
opportunity to make America a nation
of food conservers this year. Don't
miss an opportunity to drill the Big
Idea into the boys and girls.
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Meet the school boys and school girls
at the door when they bring around
the Hoover Pledge Cards on October
28 and the week thereafter. Help make
the Job of signing up 50,000 patriotic
families a quick one.
Having already given five sons to
the military service Mrs. Richard I.
Manning, wife of Governor Manning of
South Carolina, issued appeal to other
"War Mothers" to join with her in
helping the Food Pledge Week Drive.
The enrollment of a half million
families in the food pledge campaign
in California has been definitely promof the food
ised by the directors
in the "Golden
pledge campaign
declaration,
of this purState." The
pose by California leaves only four
states that have not definitely fixed
their goals. These are Missouri, Delaware, Pennsylvania and Texas.

Food Pledge Campaign Week
has been postponed one week at
the request of President Wilson
so as not to Interfere with the
Liberty Loan Campaign.
The drive will now begin October
28 and close November 4. The state
food administrator has received the
following announcement.
Washington, D. C Oct. 11, 1917.
Ralph C. Ely,
State Food Administrator,
Santa Fe, N. M.
We have replied as follows:
Wilson:
President
ter from
"The White House, Washington, Oct.

Tenth:

"My Dear Mr. Hoover:
of the treasury
"The exigencies
have required setting the final week of
the Liberty loan campaign during the
period of October 21 to 28. This I understand brings it into the same week
as the food conservation pledge campaign. It seems to me undesirable in
the interest of both these capital matters that this should occur. In all the
circumstances therefore I would be
glaft if the pledge campaign could be
deferred one week, that is, until October 28 to November 4. In asking this
alteration of the plans of yourself and
your associates I should like to take
this occasion to impress upon them
that I in no way underrate the importance of their effort. If we are to supply our Allies with the necessary food
and are to reduce our own prices of
foodstuffs during the coming winter,
it can only be accomplished by the utand service on the
most
part of all our people through the
elimination of waste and by rigid economy in the use of food. Therefore I
PERSONNEL OF FOOD
ADMINISTRATION IN
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
'

Herbert Hoover, National Food Administrator.
Ralph C. Ely. State Food Administrator.
Melvin T. Dunlavy, Secretary.
Major J. H. Toulouse, Field Agent.
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller. Home Econom-

ics Director.
E. Dana Johnson, Publicity 'Manager.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Chief Justice R. H. Hanna, Santa
Fe Chairman.
Mrs. Washington E. Lindsey, wife of
thethe Governor; Chairman. Woman's
Auxiliary to Council of State Defense.
C.
Hernandez, Member
Benigno
Council of State Defense.
Atanasio Montoya, County School
Superintendent, and member State
Board of Education. Albuquerque.
' H. B. Karr, President State Federation of Labor, Albuquerque.

would be glad if you would convey to
all of your staff throughout the country my feeling of the prime importance
of their plans and their work. I wish
particularly to express my great appreciation of the service which this
additional tax on their time will impose upon them many thousand volunteers wh ohave already deferred their
own concerns to public interest in this
important work. I ask them not to allow this alteration in program to
dampen their fine enthusiasm, but
rather to redouble their energies in
their very great branch of national
service.
"Cordially and sincerely yours.
"WOODROW WILSON."
We have replies as follows:
"Dear Mr. President:
"I am obliged for your favor of October tenth. We, of course, have taken
the necessary steps to comply with
your wish as to deferring the final
week of our food conservation pledge
campaign until the week of October
28 to November 4. You will, of course,
realize that we may be unable to reach
I
some of the more remote districts.
have, no doubt, that the five hundred
thousand workers who have enlisted
in this service will loyally respond to
your request for a greater and longer
continued exertion. Your emphasis on
the national importance of the conservation campaign should stimulate
our large body of devoted workers to
the utmost effort during the new week.
"Yours faithfully,
"HERBERT HOOVER."
be greatly
I would, of course,
obliged if you would take the necessary Bteps to comply with the president's wish.
HERBERT HOOVER.
(Signed)

Jonathan H. Wagner, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Santa

Fe.
Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund,
State Federation of Women's Clubs,
Santa Fe.
Rev. Fr. A. Mandalari, Special Representative of His Grace, Archbishop
J. B. Pitaval; Albuquerque.

Twenty thousand women will assist
Francis King Carey to organize the
Maryland food pledge drive as his aids.
The women have organized the "Legion of Life," as distinguished from
the Russian Legion of Death. Three
thousand will parade in uniform in
Baltimore October 20. The organization of that state is made on a military basis. William H. Maltby, state
manager of the Food Pledge Campaign,
and Carey, chairman of the state executive committee, have charge enrolling the families.
While we are talking about substitutions, let's replace the prairie dogs
and ground squirrels with live stock.

HANG THE HOOVER WAR CREED IN YOUR KITCHEN.

raí
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ves,
Sixth

WtMctThe counties of Grant

other troubles sre bound

prope

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST

A meeting was held in Estancia Monday evening and a Liberty Loan drive organized which
shows Torrance County's paUp
triotism.
to last report
Estancia and vicinity had subscribed $16,000 to $17,000, and
Julian Salas had a list for the

Winter Apples at Reasonable Prices
Bring your wagon and buy

your winter apples at reasonable
prices of LEE S. Miller, in the
Tesuque Valley, near Santa Fe.
f
mile off the
The ranch is
main Tesuque road. Turn to the
right after crossing Tesuque
river and one irrigation ditch,
and stop at second ranch on'
right, just past the school house.
Several varieties. Also prepared
to ship apples in boxes and barThis is the right time of
rels.
year for a pleasant camping trip,
and you'll enjoy seeing this vaone-hal-

Mrs. Bretz is reported quite ill. south and east part of the county handled through Encino and
T. H. Flowers of Moriarty was Corona banks which had reached
$15,500. Willard and Mountain-ai- r
here on business Monday.
are yet to hear from. This is
Long ti..ie real estate farm going
some.
loans negotiated. -- Fred H. Ayers
In,a letter to J. S. Kelly, CashBorn, October 20, to Mr. and ier of the Estancia Savings Bank,
D. C. Collier, promoter of the
Mrs. C, P. May, a twelve-pounsale of the N. M. C. Ry. makes
son.
this statement: "My people have
Full line of children's hats, all definitely decided to operate the lleyLee
eize3 and colors. Mrs. Eva Wat- road as soon as they can acquire Santa Fe.
possession of it."
son,
adv.
d

For sale, fresh sweet milk 15c
a quart or 2 quarts for 25c Hotel Texas.
adv
Wanted, about 20 head cows
on shares. Geo. W. Ford, Torreón, N. M.
For sale an Overland automobile in good condition by J. S.
adv
Clack at Tajique.
Wanted, a woman in kitchen
or a cook, and a dining room girl
adv
at Valley Hotel.
Dr. Wright, who has been on
the sick list for some time, continues quite poorly.
Homer Berkshire has returned
from Chicago, where he had
been working for some time.
Choice apples 85c $1.25 a
bushel, on track Estancia Friday
and Saturday. W. A. Williams.
For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. -- The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.

FARMERS

,

S.

Miller,

Box 28,

adv
$10

REWARD.

Mrs. Kookeh
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Davis
Verna DaviB
William Davis
Thelma Davis
Mrs. L. W. DeWolf
Mrs. Paul Dean.
Dr. and Mra. C. E. Ewing
Mrs. Will Elgin
Mrs. J. B. Fish
Mrs. B. Freilinger
Mrs. M. Freilinger
Mrs. Geo. Fenley
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Green
Mrs. J. Gregory
Mrs. E. L. Garvin
Mrs, Bert Grimmell
Mrs. Roland Harwell
Mrs. Edna Haddox
Mrs. Heliums
Mr. and Mrf, Neal Jeneon
Mrs. J. S. Kelly
Mrs. H. V. Lipe
Mrs. Ira Ludwick
Mr. Lee
Mrs. John Lasater
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Milbourn
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Moe
Mrs. W. H. Mason
Mrs. R. N. Maxwell
Miss Ruby Molían
Mr. H. E. Ogilvie
Mrs. M. M. Olive
Miss Anna Porter
Mr. Odcar Pollard
Mrs. S. H. Pickens
Mrs. E. Pace.
Mrs. J. C. Peterson
Mrs. Arthur Parrett
Mr. and Mrs. Ed lioberson
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Roberson
Ralph Roberson, Jr.
Katherine Roberson
Max Roberson
Jack Roberson
Mrs. L. D. Roberts
Mrs. C. Romero
Mrs. Thomas Rapkoch

Mrs. Ii. A. Rousseau
Mrs. Rainboldt
Miss Wanda Rainboldt
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Shelton
Mrs. Carl Sherwood
Mrs. W. C. Shelton
Mrs. J. J. Smith

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Stubblefield
Mr. J. M. Spruill
Mrs. James Walker
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Williams
Mrs. J. M. Wood
Mr. W. W. Wagner
Mrs. Ben Young

$406.20 f. o. b.

Estancia

Valley Auto

o.

Strayed or stolen, bay gelding
hands, branded left
about 14
ESTANCIA, N. M.
shoulder with Macario Torres'
brand, and left jaw with W. W.
Wagner's brand, few white
specks on back, no other white
Election Registration Notice
markings.
Above reward for
Voters of Precinct No. 7, who recovery. L H. Spencer, MESTANCIA REALTY COMPANY
adv
desire to cast their ballots at the cintosh,
election to be held Nov. 6, 1917,
Efí
H. C. WILLIAMS, Manager
To the Public.
will sava trouble by registering.
Ü
Books will be found at office of
The real estate firm of Garvin
Estancia, N. M.
Ralph G. Roberson, and same & Higday is disolved by mutual
will be closed ten davs Drior to consent.
tr-- i
Estancia Valley Farms and New Mexico Stock Ranch-gf- a
E. L. Garvin,
election.
es, large and small, improved and unimproved.
C. L. Higday.
adv
J. N. Bush,
Manuel Sanchez, Sr.,
RED CROSS DANCE
Ralph G. Roberson,
rjjjj Write us your wants. If its farming or grazing land,
Registration Board.
largest
and most success
The
HE
WE HAVE IT
ful dance given in a number of
PROCEEDINGS
COMMISSIONERS'
years was held in Estancia WedProposed Tax Amendment
The Board of County Commis nesday night, October 17, for the
NO. 24.
sioners held a special meeting, benefit of the Red Cross. A
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION
October 22, and transacted busi- notable feature and attraction in
ness as follows;
drawing so large an attendance To Amend Section of Article VIII of the State
Ordered that substitutes be was the music furnished by the Constitution Relative to Taxation and Revenue.
by the Legislature of
appointed at Varney and Cedar- - Indian band from Albuquerque. Betheit Resolved
M.
State of New Mexico:
For sale, 8 young work mules, vale for members of the Board The grand march began at ten That it is hereby proposed to amend
o'clock, led by our most obliging Section 1 of Article VIII of the State
broke; 3 work mares, 3 work of Registration,
The petition of people of Man and genial senator, Isaac Barth, Constitution so as to read as follows:
horses. Tom Brown, six miles
1. Taxes levied upon tangieast of Progresso.
zano heretofore filed for the ap- and Miss
Katherine Garvin. Section
property shill be in proportion to
J. H. Guyer, manager of the pointment of Vidal Saiz as Jus- Everyone enjoyed themselves ble value
thereof, and taxes shall be
the
Herzstein Seed Co., made a trip tice of the Peace and Severo
all subjects of
to Santa Fe the latter part of Lueras as constable for Precinct and declared they had the time equal and uniform upon
of their lives, and showed their taxation of the same class.
laat week on business.
was approved.
No county, city, town, village or
Philip Flowers in the Moriar-art- y Election proclamation issued as enthusiasm by giving freely to school district shall in any year make Agents for Torrance County.
Parts, Supplies and Repairs
Albuquergreat
Our
cause.
this
neighborhood, did pretty printed elsewhere in this paper.
levies which, will in the aggregate,
tax
to
added
greatly
the
que
visitors
He got $600
well with beans.
The Board appointed the tol- produce an amount more than five per
for the crop from 16 acres sold lowing named persons to act and enjoyment of the evening and cent, in excess of the amount produced
repeat
hope
we
they
will
this
at lüc.
serve as judges of the coming visit again at some future time. by tax levies therein during the year
Archibald Rea died at his home election, for the respective
We are glad to have this oppor- preceding, except as hereinafter pro
on Bosque Mountain Tuesday
tunity
again to tell our Red Cross vided.
'
in
He was advanced
night.
Precinct No. 1, Tajique, Wil
and In case the amount desired to be proyears and had been ailing for a liam King, Cecillio Sanchez. girls, Miss Katherine Garvin
appre duced by tax levies is more than five
Frances
Turner
the
Miss
long time.
Benigno Sanchez.
ciation we feel of their untiring per cent greater than the amount proStrayed, from my pasture,
Precinct No. 2, Torreón, An efforts in securing so large a duced in the year preceding, such fact
about 10 miles west of Estancia, tonio Montoya, Juan Chavez y fund for the Red Cross.
shall be set forth in the form of a
11 cows branded H E D left side. Gabaldon, Juan Gallegos.
special request and filed with the State
In case the State
Precinct No. 3, Manzano, Será
Any information concerning them
Tax Commission
RED CROSS
will be appreciated. J. M. Head. fico Romero, Teodoro Candelaria,
Tax Commission approves such pro23,
Cross
October
met
Red
The
posed increase it shall specifically auI will be in Estancia Friday Epifanio Chavez.
the rear of the Estancia Sav- thorize the same; if it disapprove, it
,
with a Precinct No. 4, Ciénega, An in
and Saturday, Oct.
ings Bank, for the purpose of
car of different varieties choice tonio Torrez, H. C. Mo3eley, holding our annual election of shall so state with its reasons therefor, and its decision shall be final.
hand picked apples, 85c to $1 25 Victoriano Garcia.
The meeting was prePrecinct No. 5, Punta, Daniel officers.
All acts and parts of acts in conflict
a bushel. W. A. Williams, adv
by
and
the
chairman
over
the
sided
Atencio, Daniel
with the provisions of this act are hereWe are prepared to do all kinds Torrez, Simon
following
officers
were
elected:
by repealed.
of automobile repair work. See Chavez.
Precinct No. 6, Willard, Cris- - Mr. A. J. Green, chairman; Mrs.
Sec. 2. That after the submission
All work tino
us when in trouble.
H.
Mr.
vice
chairman;
Burton,
Chavez,
Jacobo Baca y
and approval by the electors of this
Special attention
guaranteed.
Mrs.
secretary;
Williams,
C.
D. C. Howell.
state, the provisions hereof shall take
to Overland and Buick cars. W. Sanchez.
Precinct No. 7, Estancia, Luis Stubblefield. treasurer. We turn effect on January 1, 1918.
adv
R. Meador.
something
to
successors
over
our
Serna. G. W. Pope. J. P. Porter.
W. E. Martin, the Belen phoTor the Amendment
Precinct No. 8, Moriarty, Al over $250 in funds and every
tographer, who is well known in bert Irvin, Julio Mueller, Augus- - thing working in perfect har
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
mony.
Estancia and vic'nity, will be in tin García.
Against the Amendment
We wish to extend to Miss
Estancia from Nov. 1 to Nov. 5,
CAPITAL 25,000.00
Precinct No. 9, Palma, Macario
I ta
prepared to make pictures for Chavez, Santiago Montano, Pab Katherine Garvin and Miss Fran
Does a general banking business. Live stock lonns a specialty. We invite
you. If you want pictures come lo Apodaca.
ces Turner especial thanks for
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
adv
early.
efforts on tag day, also Misj SUFFERING FROM COLD
Prcinet No. 10, Duran. Ven their
C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-H.
F.
too
Wagner
same.
Others
for
L H. Spencer, living north- tura Duran, Nicolas Aragón, An
to
have
also
mention
numerous
west of Mcintosh, is one of the tonio Gutierrez.
If you shiver in frosty
Estancia valley farmers who
Precinct No. 11, Pinos Wells, our thanks, and the realization
weather, if you have cold hands
remay
in
aid
work
that
their
never fail to score. Last year Hercnlano Chavez, Juan Chavez
and feet, if colds are stubborn
he raised $2.000 worth of beans v Corrales, Refugio Lucero y lieving human suffering.
I Will say in conclusion that and frequent, then your blood
single handed, besides plenty of Chavez.
Confidence the Result of Strength
ss may be thin and impoverished.
feed for his stock, and has rePrecinct No. 12, Encino, En my success, if it may be ratedsup
Tbo strength of thiB bank is the direct result of its otficient management,
peated the performance this year, carnación Garcia, Pablo Aguilar, such, is due to the unfailing
The confidence of the people is itae result of
ample resources and capital.
port of the officers and members
the strength and unquestioned safe y which the bank assure it depositor
J. A. Johnson of near Clayton, R'jv Brown.
people
who
of
have
town
and
the
and patrons . Et r shico Ms establishment the bank ban rn dually drown Id
Precinct No. 13, Abo, Juan
N. M., made a short visit this
e accounts of all
themselves to me by
atrentrth and also in the esteem of the people Wo invite
week with his friend Henry Sisneros, Jesus M. Valdez, Santi- endeared
who appreciate safety for tho'r money and caretnl, efficient nervino.
their support and sympathy. We
Stewart, who hns been farming ago Gnrule.
beings are divided in
Straight Banking.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
Frecinct No. 14. Lucy, jeo. as human
Mr
west of town this year.
religion, our politics and our
Experienced management and larse financial resource? at our command
Johnson says Union county hss Kdmonds. J. S. Robertson, Luis our
business dealings, but when it
fino crops this year in fact al Encinias.
Capital and Surplus $25,000.00
Precinct No. 15, Mountainair, comes to relieving suffering "nd has been correcting this condiways has fine crops of all kinds
pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
We
caring for the dying, our differIt
fifty
years.
nearly
He says corn made there this Juan Trujillo, Jim Payne, B. L ences
are forgotten and we are tion for
year 25 to 35 bushels, beans 300 Mitchell.
possesses rare powers for
Torrance County Savings Bank
Precinct No. 16, Mcintosh, S. one.
to 1,000 pounds, broom corn avDon't forget the meeting on creating natural body warmth,
erage half a ton, fall wher.t 10 to B Douglas, Frank Gimfz. Irvin Tuesday
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
afternoon at the church for charging summer blood
20 bushels, spring wheat 20 to Meade.
Willard, New Mexico
just
Come
a
little earlier as the
with winter rienness ana
Precinct No. 17, Jaramillo
40, maize and Kaffir 15 to 20.
afternoons are short and there is
both throat
strengthening
Ponciano
Chavfz.
Polinario
Allan McGillivray and family
much to be done.
Please brinst
and lungs.
i"ri
m m m m m .i ra m ranramrTinrnrannKi
ana Mrs. raul Moore ot Masrna Chavfz E CNo.Sharpies.
The Norwegian cod Hr oil In
scissors and thimbles. Mra.
18,
Cedarvale
Precinct
EmubioD is now refined in our
Scott.
lena visited here th3 wetk.
4yl
ZSl
Armstrong,
own Americau laboratories whlcb
Refucio Lucero y Luna, H. B. Nellie Red Cross Chairman.
makes it pure and palatable.
Dr. Ewing will leave in a few Smith,
The
membership at
R. D. Ilileman.
Bloomfield.N.J.
Bowne.
&
Scott
days to be absent about two
time is as follows:
Precinct No. 19. Lucero, Pre- this
Mrs. Nellie Armstrong
weeks.
ciliano Lucero, Alfredo Chavez,
Mr. and Mra. A. Abbott
will Max Montoya.
I have just received a big stock of Dry Goods, esRev. B. E. Timmons
Mr. and Mra. Fred Ayers
preach at Frontier school house
Mrs. Bert Abbott
pecially in Ladie9' Scarfs, Made Dresses for LaPrecinct No. 20, Varney, RobSunday, Nov. 4. It will be a ert Killingaworth, A. W. Shart-ze- r, Mrs. Louií Bachmann
dies and Children, Skirts, and everything in the
Mrs.
and
Mr.
J.
Berkshire
temperance sermon.
C. M. Kimmons,
Mrs. J. Burton
line of Furnishing Goods. A big stock of Fine
Agent for
House and grass land for rent
In the matter of the bond Mrs. Fred Burruss
Shoes, Men's Fine Clothing and Single Pants. I
Eligió
Gutierrez, ; the Miss Mona BuBh
near Esta'ricia. I also have some of
H. G Bedford
have a specialty in Children's Dresses. Come and
OILS
bean farms for rent. Fred H, deceased Probate Judge, the Mr.
CONTINENTAL.
Mrs. Bob Burrui
me. You will be welcome.
Ayers.
see
Board released the National SureMr. C. A. Burruss
A. M Clark and sons from ty Co. as surety thereon from Mrs. J. A. Bretz
Mrs. Oscar Bay
Sweetwater, Texas, unloaded im anv further liability.
Mrs Cochran
Service. Trunk
Form
The Butcher Bond of Tom D.
migrant ' cars here this week.
Iir. Chinn
Hauling Between Towns. Offiice
They will look around for a time Smith was approved.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Constant
with Valley Auto Co.
Mrs. L. W. Causscy
Board adjourned.
before locating permanently.
We put the "BE" in "Beans"
for you last year.
Give us a
chance to repeat this year by
seeing us before you sell. Herzstein Seed Co.
adv
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THIERS

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.

Don't Forget

We have the Star Brand Shoe
and good line of Armour Plate
Hosiery. Also nice line of
Groceries. All at right prices.

KEMP BROS.

nl

ENCINO STATE BHNK

SOTT

EMUISHK

eiias, Sawey
Transfer
AND GAS

Torreón,

N. Mex.

;

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

AQUAAANTEED REMEDY FOR

FOREIGN

FOUR ZEPPELINS

CROPS IN NEW MEXICO
Diplomatic relations between Peru
OF
nd Chile resumed.
British parliament reassembles afBIG INCREASE IN YIELD FORE
ter two months' recess.
CAST IN OCTOBER REPORT.
Argentina will not break diplomatic
relations with Germany at present.
A call to Mexico to join the allies
Corn Production Placed at 8,590 ,000 fWENTYSEVEN SLAIN AND FIF
CONDENSED
RECORD OW THE
was sounded in the chamber of depuBushels, Compared with 2,625,000
PROQRES3 OP EVENTS AT
E
HURT IN AIR RAID
Weatern Nawspapar Union Nawa Servio..
ties.
Bushels Last Year.
HOME AND ABROAD.
LONDON.
OVER
ot
COMINO
course
Peru
gratified
EVENTS.
with
Chile Is
In breaking off relations with Ger- March, 1918 Wool Growers', convention
Koawell.
at
Weatern Newapaper Union Newa Bervlce.
many.'
New Mexico now. has 606 lawyers.
Santa Fé. A summary of the Oc
Samuel Skinner, Harvard graduate,
FROM ALL
SHIPS
Many cattle are
being marketed tober crop report for the State of New GERMANS SINK
was killed while flying on French bat'
Mexico and for the United States, as
from Silver City.
tle front.
A large increase Is shown In bank compiled by the Bureau of Crop Esti
Reports received that British steamACHIEVE'
mates (and transmitted through the 8EA TRAGEDY COST BRITISH 285
, SAYINGS, .DOINGS,
ships Mem pliian and the Bostonlac deposits the past year.
Weather Bureau), U. S. Department
MENT3, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
have been sunk.
Prohibitionists have opened head- of Agriculture, Is as follows:
MEN, AND HUNDREDS LEFT TO
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
England undertakes to reduce wheat quarters at Santa Fé.
COKN, BUSHELS.
SCRAMBLE FOR SHORE.
consumption there to less than half
United
New
Otero county's quota of the second
Cron.
Mexico
States.
consumption.
of pre-wa-r
W atara Newapaper Union Newi Barrica.
issue of Liberty bonds is $52,668.
8,210,000,000
Oct. 1 forecast.. .8,690,000
Western Newapaper Union Newa Service.
minister to Rumania
American
About 1.500 acres of wheat will be Production
ABOUT THE WAS
year, Uec. last
est. . 2,626.000 2.583.241,000
many
to
visits
Russian
makes
per
from
sown
London, Oct. 22. Twenty-seve- n
Hope
fall
in
moved
this
the
ALL,
district.
The Russian capital baa been
WHEAT, BI'fHELS.
680,000,000 sons were killed and fifty-thre- e
exhorting Russians to tight.
Inest. . 2.210,000
to Moscow.
Over 500 acres of tomatoes were Preliminary
i'rurtuctlon
Canadian milk dealers decide to pe- grown in the Pecos Valley this sea639,886,000 jured in Friday night's Zeppelin raid
year, Dec. last
est.. 2,104.000
Germans have full possession ot
OATS, BUSHKLS.
tition government to stop exportation
son.
Oesel island In Russia.
Preliminary est.. 2.010,000 1,680,000,000
Of twelve ships sailing
Christianla.
milk and cream to the United
Chas. Easley, for many years a res Production last
France repelled several attacks of
year,
Dec. est.. 1,856,000 1,251,992,000 In convoy from Norway to England
States.
ident of New Mexico, died In Los An
around St Quenttn.
BAULKY, BUSHELS.
by
German
cruisers, five
Gen. Gurko, former commander on geles.
202,000,000 and sunk
Preliminary est
The Norwegian steamer Themis has
were Norwegian, representing a total
1'rouuction last
front, has
northwestern
Russian
the
Sunday
The
180,927,000
schools
state
year, Dec. est
and the
been sunk in the Mediterranean.
of 3,400 tons, two were Dutch Danish,
arrived In England with his wife on Y. M. C. A. held a
POTATOES, BUSHELS.
Joint convention In Oct. 1 forecast.'.
Seventy lives lost when ü. S. trans- board a British steamship.
453.000,000 two Swedish, one Belgian and two
.1,510,000
Albuquerque.
285,437,000
year,
816,000
Dec.
est..
port Antilles was torpedoed and sunk.
British destroyers.
HAY. TONS.
For the first time in twenty-fou- r
Two amusement companies that will Prellminnry ALL
92,000.000
Germany has sent forty divisions to days some trains were running in Arest.. 334.000
operate
Camp
Deming,
at
Cody,
were
production
Germany suffered little less than a
aid Austria in the campaign against gentina, marking the government's
109.786,000
year, Dec. last
est.. 383.000
incorporated.
Italy.
disaster in the air when four and prob
APPLES (AGRICULTURAL CHOP).
successful step in combating the genDr. H. O. Moore, of Pecos, Texas, Oct. 1 fcircRt.
ably five Zeppelin airships, believed
American destroyer torpedoed by eral strike.
68,900,000
barrels of 3 on. 23 7,000
to be returning from a raid on Eng
bas received a call to the PreBbyterian Production
one killed and
German submarine;
last
Danish steamship Vir pastorate
The 3,000-to- n
year. Dec. est..
land, were brought down In French
at Alamogordo.
five wounded.
ginia, from a port of the United
67,415,000
119.000
barrels
territory by airplane and
The second trial of Leopoldo Ma-zoHUG A R BEETS. TONS.
Ten persons were killed and forty States for Montevideo, arrived at St.
7,830,000 gunfire.
charged with murder, will take Oct. 1 forecast
wounded in bombardment of Nancy by ThomaB, Virgin Islands, with her car
Production
The sea tragedy cost the British the
place In Sandoval county.
6,920,000
year, Dec. last
est
German aviators.
go afire.
lives of 135 officers and men on the
PRICES.
Adj. Gen. James Baca has tendered
Friday German airships raided
British airmen in their recent at
The first Drice Klven below Is the destroyers, who were left to their fate
on Oct. 1 this year, and the
northeastern counties of England, but tack on the Belgian town of Roulcrs his services to the War Department average
the average on Oct. 1 last year. by the German raiders, as were the
were driven off before reaching Lon- caused the destruction of an arsenal and is prepared to take up any work second
W heat, cents per
of the sinking merchantmen.
196
200.6 crews
bushel
don.
in which was quartered a newly ar assigned him.
128
136.3 About 100 of the merchant sailors,
The permanent school funds ot the Corn, cents
Two hundred and fifty lives were rived German regiment.
however, are known to have reached
175.1
bushel . . . .
lost when the steamer Medie was torTwo German torpedoboats were State of New Mexico to the amount
the shore In boats or on British patrol
82.3
pedoed Sept. 23 in the western Medi- sunk and two damaged, and one Rus of $381,300 were Invested in the sec Onts cents
craft. All but three of the trading
bushel
terranean.
sian torpedoboat sunk in an engage- ond Liberty loan.
ships were of Scandinavian national
A large and enthusiastic crowd wit Potatoes, cents
The Petrograd government has au- ment Sunday in Soela sound, north of
ity, most of them apparently being
122.1
225
per bushel ....
nessed the cowboy sports at Traction
Oesel Island.
thorized the exportation to the Unit112.0 small vessels.
120
paed States of all merchandise heretoThe commander and sixteen sailers park in Albuquerque, during the
Hay, dollars per
The story of Germany's reverse in
14.29
19.30
ton
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Oct. 17th and that German troops
A Zurich dispatch to the Paris Ma
landed on Dago Island.
tin says the old wound of former of the army recruiting station at Al- New Mexico Has Two Leper Families. raiding fleet. Dispatches from France,
however, declared them to be the raid
In the naval engagament, in which King' Constantine of Greece bas re buquerque, received word to reopen
Silver City. Investigation of two ers returning from England. They had
the Russian warships were outclassed, opened and that an operation was per enlistments for the aviation corps.
leprosy cases found in examination of appeared over French territory, it was
the Slav battleship Slava was sunk, formed In Zurich. His condition is
The Torrance County Fair, which Grant county men for the new nationbut nearly all the members of the said to be most grave.
has been held at Willard annually for al army, disclosed two Mexican fam- stated, and were scattered to various
crew were saved by the torpedo boats.
Georgetown, Grand Cayman, British the past six years, closed in a blaze ilies, ten members of which are af parts of the country as Hie alarm went
out and the French airmen rose In
'
Two German torpedo boats have West Indies was visited by the most of glory with everybody satisfied.
They were swarms to
flicted with the disease.
attack them.
been destroyed while running through violent hurricane in its history on
The Towndrow murder case, taken Isolated by Dr. Sara Eckles, county
loss of four Zeppelins Is admit
the mine field in Moon sound. The Sept, 24th. The property loss, exclu to Tucumcari from Colfax county, bas health officer, and taken to El Paso, tedThe
in an official statement received
sive of shipping, is estimated at $300,-00civil population already is evacuating
been appealed to the Supreme Court where they will be turned over to Im- in
Amsterdam from Berlin. An air
Two lives were lost. Reval, one of the principal Russian
and bond fixed at $12,500, which was migration authorities.
ship squadron, the statement says, atports of the Gulf of Finland.
The family of Nicholas Romanoff, given.
tacked London, Manchester, Birming
The British and French artilleries former Emperor of Russia, now proTwenty thousand dollars is the loss
Lost Baby Hungry When Found
ham, Nottingham, Derby, Lowestoft,
are still pounding the German posi cures its food supplies by the use of reported from a fire at Deming which
search of two days Hull, Grimsby and Norwich, England,
After
a
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tions before them In Belgium with the cards. The authorities in the Tobolsk destroyed the plant ' of the Empire and two nights, Laura Hedgecoxe, 3V6 with "special successes."
Germans answering the fire vigorous- district are using food cards and tl.e Smelting and Refining Company, half years old, was found about five miles
ly at various points, especially along Romanoffs must obtain their food the ot which is covered by insurance.
from her home in the foothills, forty-fiv- e
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German machines has been unusually
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Great lakes transportation soon to der the direction of R. J. Bauman, su worse for the experience.
intense in the past few days. Last close because of winter.
perintendent of the Indian, school and dred men and 100 school children from fect order, according to an official
week thirty-si- x
Capitán took part In the two days' communication Issued by the Marine
German machines
Frank J. Dreher, the champion re- agency, was an unqualified success.
were driven down by the French, volver shot of the world, died at AuDepartment. The Germans have cap
Raynolds, chairman of the Coun search.
H.
some of them destroyed and others rora, Colo., of tuberculosis.
tured the Islands of Finland and
ty Liberty Loan Association at East
badly damaged.
State Sheriffs Form Organization,
Schildau.
Dennis Sheehan, a seaman, was Las Vegas, received word that postAlbuquerque.
The sheriffs of about
WESTERN
killed when boiler tube explosion took masters everywhere are authorized to
Berlin. The Belgian post of Ostend,
Over 3,000 telephone girls called on place on board American patrol ship cash United States government boud fifteen counties of the slate,' In con
which is a submarine base of the Gervention here, formed an organization
In home waters.
coupons,
strike at San Francisco, Cal.
and elected temporary officers, as fol- mans on the North sea, has been bom
Old Bob Fitzsimmons, the greatest
The heavy frost caused a lump of
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barded from the sea, it was announced
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price at Duluth, boxer of all time, was on the verge J. J. Shuler, mayor of Raton, has been lows:
by the German war office, houses in
Minn.
of a knockout in Chicago in the big- elected librarian of the Raton Public temporary president and Lorenzo Del
the town being damaged.
gado, San Miguel county, temporary
An egg census by the Chicago But- gest fight of his career a battle with Library, succeeding Miss Myrtle Cole, secretary-treasureter, and Egg Board revealed there are death.
who will be married shortly and re
The Italians and the Austrians are
2,114,528,040 eggs now confined in 400
Frankle Murphy of Denver and Har- move to Kansas.
in a deadly struggle in the Trentlno,
State Land Brings Large Sum.
storage houses, or twenty eggs for vey Thorpe, the Kansas City lightAccording to an announcement made
Santa Fé. New Mexico's income with both sides piling up heavy losses,
each person with 76,878,460 left over. weight, were matched to box fifteen by Col. E. C.
Abbott to the officers from state lands for the present fiscal say the latest dispatches. rounds
before
the Lakeside Athletic of the First New Mexico regiment,
Sonora state troops have 800 Yaqui
The London war office announces
Club in Denver on the night of Oct. now the 159th United States infantry, year reached a total of $936,000, ac that 150 persons in addition to the
Indians and their families surrounded
cording to figures made public by
at Vican, a settlement on the Yaqui 29th.
in Albuquerque, the regiment is to be State Land Commissioner Robert P. 135 lost on the two British destroyers,
river, according to at telegram reMembers of the world champion broken up Into units and assigned to Ervien. Of this total $630,97742 had were killed when two German raiders
ceived by Mexican consular officials White Sox team received checks for machine gun work.
sank eleven ships in the North sea.
been paid into the state treasury.
at Douglas, Ariz.
their share of the receipts from the
Columbus Day was generally ob
Washington.
Heavily increased de
When Rock Island .train No. 5 left world series amounting to (91,733.15. served In New Mexico.
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Santa Fe. Santa Fe Masons have
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tional pardon from the state peniten returned from Las Cruces, where the as a result of America's first serious
When the train passed through Rule-ton- , a check for $3,666.
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the sinking of the Antilles,
lodge, grand commtfndery and
Kan., there were two; at Kanor-ado- , GENERAL
fore he retired from the executive of- grand
seventy Americans
near the Colorado line, there
The State of Connecticut purchased fice, has been granted a complete par- grand chapter were in session and with the death of
were three, and when Peconle Siding, $750,000 Liberty
,
aboard.
where Aztec Lodge No. 3 celebrated
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Governor
by
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Socialist
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An unusually large number of
Shipyard Strike Declared Off.
sengers In the section. Mrs. J. C. Atgovernor of Minnesota last year, sen- plicants to practice medicine In New quet. The grand lodge decided to in
kinson of Seattle, WaBh., was the
Portland, Ore. The shipyards strike
to
year
county
Liberty
funds
In
jail.
vest
tenced
all
one.
in
Its
bonds.
of
by
being
the
State
Mexico is
examined
original occupant.
in the Portland district was officially
The well known
Commander H. G. Sparrow, former- Medical board, indicating that for the and also urged all subordinate lodges declared off, a majority of the union
stork paid her a triple visit en route
ly of the battleship Pennsylvania, be- present New Mexico will not suffer to do likewise. The following officers Involved having voted to return to
VASHINGTON
gins duties as aide to Secretary Dan- from a dearth of medical advice de- were elected:
Grand master, Richard work. The federal labor adjustment
The Japanese Parliamentary Mis- iels.
spite the war.
Thorne of Carlsbad; deputy grand board left for San Francisco.
sion was formally received by PresiDealers in waste materials pledge
Eduardo Alarcon, a prisoner in the master, A. D. Goldenberg, Tucumcari;
dent Wilson at the White House.
Two Convicted of Race Rioting.
with government in util- county jail at East Las Vegas, es- grand senior warden, Richard H. Han-nAmerican soldiers and the army
111.
Belleville,
After being out
izing country's
for mili- caped by climbing over the fence surof Santa Fe; grand junior warden, twenty-fou- r
employes purchase more than tary purposes.
hours a jury in the Circuit
yard,
rounding
the
prison
be
where
Vegas;
L.
M.
Ross
Las
of
132,000,000 of Liberty bonds up to OcRobert
'
The government forecast of the first was at work. Sheriff Delgado and one grand treasurer, A. J. Meloy, Albu- Court here found John Dow and
tober 19th.
Charles Hanna guilty of the murder
war crop of potatoes Is 452,000,000 ot the jail guard succeeded in recapsecretary,
Alpheus
A. of William Keyser, a merchant, dur
querque; grand
The American transport Antilles, bushels, an
increase of 100,000,000 turing Alarcon In a deserted bouse.
bomeward bound, was torpedoed in the bushels over last year, according to
Keen of Albuquerque, who bas held ing the East St. Louis race riots.
The famous Woodford apple orchard that honor for many years.
war zone Oct. 17th, and went down an announcement by L. D. Sweet.
in the Tesaque Valley, four miles
with a loss of about seventy lives.
Russians Fight to Save Country.
A million dollar block of Liberty
north of Santa Fe, bas produced an
Petrograd. Premier Kerensky on
Every one of the sixteen national
Oelfldo Trujillo Found Guilty.
Loan bonds changed hands on the Immense crop this year. Mr. Woodopening the Russian preliminary par
army cantonments will have heating
market in New York at 99.72. ford and his men have been busy harSanta Fe. A verdict of manslaugh
In the Marinsky place, made
apparatus by Nov. 1, according to a stock
This is the largest single transaction vesting, and he figures on a total ot ter was returned against Delfido Tru- liament
ringing speech in which he said:
ttatement issued by the War Depart- In the bonds since they were put on 6,000 boxes of the finest apples ever jillo, who was on
killing
trial
for
the
Russia wants peace by right, but we
ment.
the market.
picked in the county.
ot bis first cousin, Timoteo Trujillo. never will bow our heads to force."
Gen. Bliss ends practice of comIncreases In wages whlcb ultimately
of St, Joseph are carrySisters
The
missioning officers from civil life and will amount to $8,000,000
a year were ing on a campaign at Silver City, havKilling Songbirds Proves Costly.
To Try Villisca Ax Slayer Again'.
calling them into active service be- announced by
the Curties Airplane ing for Its purpose the raising of $25,-00- 0
Henry
Albuquerque.
Halns and
Red Oak, Iowa.
Rev. Lyn G. J.
fore actual need for their service Corporation of Buffalo, N. Y.
buildings
purchase
to
and Frank Thiehoff, charged by tie Albu Kelly, who is in theThecounty
the
jail here,
ends.
At Green Bay, Wis., six persons are grounds occupied by the Academy of querque Game
Protective
Association probably will be put on trial a second
A. Mitchell Palmer of Swartiimore.
believed to have been drowned when Our Sister of Lourdes, one of the oldwere tried. time for the Villisca ax Blaylngs In
Ith killing songbirds,
Pa., former representative in Con a government
driven by Robert est boarding and day schools in the found guilty, and fined $50
each and 1912, within three weeks. The first
gress, was appointed alien property W. Henry of truck
Chicago, went off a state.
costs.
trial ended in a disagreement of the
custodian under the trading with the brldp.e into Fox river..
Rqswell was picked as the scene of
Jury.
enemy law.
Ot account of the shortage of man the 1918 annual convention of the New
Appointment of Jesse H. Jones, a power, due to war conditions, women Mexico Wool Growers' Association at Father of Senator MacOonald Dead.
Waoo Made "Dry" by Texas Voter.
Houston, Tex., business man, as di- soon will be Installed as subway a special meeting of the association at
Magdalena. Archibald A. MacDnn- rector general of military relief of the guards during the rush hours by the Albuquerque. The convention will be ald, father of Senator John MacDon- Waco. Tex.
lead
American Red Cross, was announced
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, it held in March, the exact date to be aid, died at bis home in Kelly, aged ers conceded that McLennan county.y
by the Red Cross War Council.
Including the city of Waco, went "dry-bfixed by the convention committee.
17 yean.
i" announced In New York.
about 1,600 votes.
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ASTHMA

Tour boi ky wiUi Bl iftTHBlD by yoor ámggt
without any question If tbla remedy dot nnt foiieflt
se of Ant hunt.
Asthma, Jf y
Terr
Itreatlilng. Mo matter bow
rlolent Uie a,iuuu or ubaünato h mm

Ilrnochl!

rverorIlfHalt

ASTIIMADOn
alther form (Clfarette. Pipe Mixtura or rowder)
pciltlvelr bItm INSTANT UUL.IHV In ererv oaaa
and haa permaneiiLlr cured uiouaanda woo bad been
ouDBidered Incurable, after havinv tried every other
meana of relief In vain. Sufferera are afforded an
oppurtnnltY of availing thatueelTea of this "Munex-Back- "
guarantee offer as through purchasing frum
their own regular Druggist, they are sura their
money will be refunded or bim If tbe reroedr falla.
Toa will be tbe aole Judge aa to whether .on are
beneOted and will get your money back if 700 are
not. We do not know oí any fairer nropoaiUoa
In

whleb we could make.
R. Schiflmann Co., Proprietor. 81.

Paul, Mina.

No Great Loss.

"Why, ma'am," said Private Sog-ger"the ronr of them big guns was
so fierce in the trenches we couldn't
hear ourselves think." .
"Dear riie!" exclaimed the Interested old laily. "That must have been
terrible. Still, I understand your officers are put there to do your thinking
for you."

SUFFERERS

WOMEN
HEED

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney and bladder trouble and
never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer a great deal with pain
in the back, headache, loss of ambition,
nervousness and may be despondent ana
irritable.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
a Dhvsician's pre
Kilmer's Swamo-Roo- t.
scription, obtained at any drug store, restores health to the kidneys and is just
the remedy needed to overcome such conditions.
Get a medium or large bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation tend ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Bino; ham ton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure
and mention this paper. Adv.
LLAMAS

MUST

BE

HUMORED

Will Not Endure Force or Threats
When Being Loaded They Are
Caressed by Drivers.
The South American llnina will bear

neither beating nor

The

animals go In troops, an Indian walking a long distance ahead. If the
llnmas are tired they stop, and the
Indian stops also. If the delay be
too great the Indian, becoming uneasy toward sunset, after all due precaution, resolves on supplicating the
beasts to resume their journey.
He
stands about 50 or CO paces off. In an
humility,
waving
of
his
attitude
hand
coaxlngly toward them, looks at them
with tenderness, nnd at the sume
time, In the softest tones, reiterates,
"Ic, lc, 1c." If the llamas are disposed
to resume their course they follow the
Indinn In good order nnd at a regular
pace, but step fust, for their legs are
long; but, when they are In 111 humor,
they do not even turn toward the
speaker, hut remain motionless, huddled together, standing or lying down.
The straight neck nnd the gentle majesty of bearing, the long down of their
always clean and glossy skin, their
supple and timid motion, all give them
an air at once sensitive nnd noble.
If it happens which is very seldom
the case that an Indinn wishes to obtain, either by force or even by threats,
what the llama will not willingly perform, the Instant the animal finds Itself affronted by words or gesture It
raises Its head with dignity and, with-omaking any attempt to escape ill
treatment by flight, lies down.
The respect shown these animals by
Peruvian Indians amounts almost to
superstitious
reverence.
When the
Indians load them two approach and
caress the animul, hiding its head that
It may not see the load on Its back. It
Is the same In unloading.
A woman gets pleasure out of new
clothes; getting a new suit Is fun for
"
a man, too.

n
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INDORSES TANLAC

FOR

SUCCESS
OF AMERICAN
ARM8 IN THE WAR.

Robert Schultze Was Tortured President Wilson Issues Proclamation
In Accordance With Resolution
With Rheumatism for Two
Passed by Congress.
Long Years He Says.

MINING AND OIL
NEWS
Western New.paper Union News Service.

MINING
Newspaper Union New. Servio..
Prices for Metala.
Washington. President Wilson by
New York. Bar silver, 84e. Cop
proclamation declared Sunday, Oct per, casting, 123.17.
28, as a day ot prayer for
St. Louis. Spelter, $7.95.
the success
ot the American arms in the war, In
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
accordance with the recent resolution per cent, $20.00(8125.00 per unit. Crude
of Congress.
The President's procla- oreB, CO per cent, 20.0026.00; 25 per
mation iB as follows:
Cent, J12.0012.50; 10 per cent, Í9.40
"Whereas, The Congress ot the
12.20 per unit.
United States by a concurrent resolu
,
lion adopted on the 4th day ot the
Arizona.
present month of October, In view ol
The Cananea mines at Douglas, idle
the entrance of our nation into the since the strike last July, have re
vast and awful war which now afflicts sumed operations.
the greater part of the world, has reCalumet & Arizona Copper Company
quested me to set apart by official production in September was 5,250,000
proclamation a day upon which our pounds, compared with 4,290,000 in
people should be called upon to offer August
and 3,548,000 in July.
concerted prayer to Almighty God for
Work leading to development of
His divine aid in the success of our
high-grad- e
ore was
body of lead-silvarms; and,
level in the
Btarted at the 130-fo"Whereas, It behooves a great free
mine at Supeople, nurtured as we have been in shaft of the Silver King
perior.
the eternal principles of justice and of
Copper Min
The Louisiana-Arizon- a
right; a nation which has sought
ing Company 1b getting its new mafrom the earliest days of Its existence
chinery on the ground at the property,
to he obedient to the divine teachings
which inspired it in the exercise of nine miles west of BiBbee on the road
its liberties, to turn always to the to Tombstone.
Supreme Master and east themselves
Colorado.
in faith at His feet praying for His
The White Raven at Ward takes
aid and succor In every hour of trial,
to the end that the great alms to lead in the silver producers.
which our fathers dedicated our power
The shipping value of Colorado min
as a people may not perish among erals Is close to $100,000,000 per an
men, but be always asserted and de- num.
fended with fresh ardor and devotion
Many of the leasers In the Big Five
and, through the divine blessing, set tunnel are meeting with marked sucat last upon enduring toundations for cess.
the benefit of all the free peoples of
New reduction plants are being arthe earth;
ranged for the Grand Valley testB now
"Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wil- being
made.
son, President of the United States,
Several chemists are working out
gladly responding
to the wish exfrom the
available
pressed by the Congress, do appoint the county
shale.
Mesa
Oct. 28, being the last Sunday of the
At the Bezant mine In Leavenworth
present month, as a day of supplica
tion and prayer for all the people of gulch, near Central, work has been
the nation, honestly exhorting all my started to unwater the mine.
Thomas Johnson is rapidly getting
countrymen to observe the appointed
day, according to their several faiths the Two Brothers mine into shape for
a largely increased production.
in solemn prayer, that God's blessings
may rest upon the high task which Is
The New Era mine in the Freeland
laid upon us, to the end that the cause district is producing sufficient ore to
for which we give our lives and treas- keep the mill running two shifts daily.
ure may triumph and our efforts be
In Clear Creek county Robert Kane
blessed with high achievement."
and Brad Cowles made a shipment of
of lead ore
200 sacks of carbonate
IN DRAFTING SYSTEM, from the Frisco mine, Daily district.
CHANGES
Work is now under way on the comNine Million Remaining Registrants
pressor building and sawmill at the
Will Be Divided into Five Classes.
Colorado Central mine, and the genWashington. A sweeping change eral plans for the rock or crushing
ot the selective house have been completed.
in the machinery
draft, based on division of the 9,000,-OUBoulder county's mineral production
remaining registrants into five is extremely varied. Gold, silver, lead,
classes in order of their eligibility for zinc, tungsten and oil are found in
military service, was announced by commercial quantities, with manganese and molybdenum present in small
Provost Marshal General Crowder.
Details of the plan, which has been deposits.
approved by President Wilson, are
Although Gilpin county has always
counnot disclosed. It is calculated, how- been classed as a
virtually
all
away
the
with
ever, to do
ty on account of its heretofore great
complicated machinery of the first production of gold, still her veins cardraft. The plan was worked out at ry many other minerals as
conferences with local and district
such as silver, lead, copper, zinc,
hoard officials and approved by the tungsten and uranium that now comvarious state authorities.
mand a high price, and will add maits chief features are that every reg- terially to its annual output for 1917.
posiexact
istered man will know his
Montana,
tion and be able to arrange his affairs
accordingly and that no man deemed
Within fifteen minutes the Montana-Wyomin- g
necessary In any important industry
Stock Exchange at Casper
or needed at home to support his famraised $75,000 for Liberty bonds.
ily will be called to the colors unless
The Interstate Oil Company (Monthe military situation Is desperate.
tana) has secured forty acres in the
Hepler field, Crawford county, KanMexico Drops Foreign Soldiers.
sas (northeast corner of southeast
of quarter of section
within 200
Mexico City. The department
diswar has issued stringent orders to
feet of a producing well, which was
ofmen
and
brought In at a depth of approximatecharge from the army all
ly CU0 feet. .
ficers not Mexicans by birth.
Western
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I

WORK

AN

HOUR

Have A Much Vim and Energy Aa
I Ever Had and Can Work
All Day Gained
Ten Pound.

Robert Schultze of 818 West Poplar
street. Son Antonio, Texas, who has
been a resident oí that' city for Bfty
years and a contractor and builder for
years, made a remarkable
twenty-fiv- e
statement regarding his experience
with Tanlac recently.
"About two years ago," said Mr.
Schultze, "rheumatism got hold of me
and all the energy I had seemed to
leave me. I suffered torture, especially In my shoulders and knee Jolnt3
and I couldn't worx an hour without
my shoulders giving; out completely.
I
had become Irritable and unstrung as
a man can be and nothing seemed to
do me any good.
"Finally after seeing the fine results
of Tnnlac In the case of some of my
relatives, I began using it and I am
entirely free from all pain and symptoms of the rheumatism and I'm glad
to sny that my grouchy, Irritable feelings are gone too. I have gained ten
pounds and this strikes me as being
mighty fine for one of my age. I have
as mnch vim and energy now as I ever
had and I can work all day long. Altogether Tm simply feeling fine."
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your
town. Adv.
Activity of Russian Women.
liilssin was the first country
where women were given control over
their Inherited property, and as ivtro-gra- d
has had for some years the largest medical college for women In
it Is not strange that women
have taken such nn active part In the
military campaigns. In all the revolutionary movements the women students have been made dangerous perhaps, to the government, than the
men. It Is believed that the majority
of the women airtnzons are evolutionists and that their military experience
was sought for the opportunity It gave
thein to spread their doctrine.
As

Ten Binlles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Blue; have beautiful, clear
Cross
white clothes. Adv.

KING LEWANIKA'S STATE BOAT
Royal Craft Is 100 Feet Long, Carries
Monster Elephant Emblem, Court
Jecter and Musicians.

traveling In Rhodesia,"
"While
writes a contributor In the Wide World
Magazine, "I managed to get a glimpse
of King I.ewnnlka'8 state barge. The
chief of the Barotse Is a fine fellow,
hut I was much amused one afternoon
to see him going out for a row attired
in a top hat and a gaudy dressing
gown.

"Soon after the rains commence the
Barotse valley Is flooded and natives
migrate to the sandy belt some miles
away for the season. The king always makes the trip In the royal barge,
an enormous craft about 100 feet long.
In the center are two compartments,
both covered In, one being the living
oom and the other the sleeping quarters. On the roof of one of these compartments is erected a monster elephant, as a sort of kingly emblem,
while on the other stands the court
jester, who, on this occasion, amused
Hie populace by pretending
to hunt
and shoot the elephnnt. A band of :!u
musicians were accommodated on the
barge, in addition to whom there were
fit) or 00 paddlers and a host of bailers,
for the barge was by no means watertight. To the accompaniment of weird
music and barbaric song the huge craft
was propelled along on Its Journey, the
return voyage taking place four or live
months luter."
A National Blessing.
According to Dr. It. F. Griggs, who
has Just come back from Katmni, the
latest "largest volcano," Its 1912 eruption will be the last for thousands of
years. Wouldn't It be a comfort If
some explosive human beings would
blow oft once and fhut up for a like
period? New York Sun.

Milwaukee merchants will cut down
free deliveries of merchandise.

WHEATLESS

MEALS!
DONT BOTHER
ME.AYt

fáó&óyi

JUST TRY

POST
TOASTIES
BIST C03N

FLAKES EVER!

FOODS 80 PER CENT HIGHER.

Sugar Prices in England Have Been
Trebled.
Ottawa, Ont. Deet and mutton in
England now exceed their pre-wa- r
prices by IS pence per pound,- sayB a
report published In the government
Labor Gazette. Hutter anu Dacou me
level. Milk
now double their pre-wa- r
is 78 per cent higher than in July,
i
Thoso fimires and the following
table of per cent increases since thewar are contained in a Lonaon aispatch to the Ottawa agency ot Keu
..'.. limited
ImportBeef, nearly 100; mutton, 97;
.mutton, 153;
ed beef, 132; imported
bacon, 110; fish, 150; sugar, 190; but
ter, 99; cheese, 91; eggs, lbv.
ut nf all items usually en
tering into the working class family,
.
innA rent, clothing, fuel and
i...n
light, the Increase has been nearly 80
5 per cent ioi
Der cent, allowing
,
.
A (...linn
advances due 10 mn
Brio. Gen. Burton Diet.
Gen.
Brig.
Cal.
Anéeles.
t
retired,
George II. Burton, U. S. A.,
illness.
long
died here after a
Outlaws to Seize Suppliea.
irii A- force of 1.500
UOUSLin,
mountains near
V iqui Indians is In the
Concht, east of Cumpas, Sonora, await150 Indians
ing the arrival of a party of
from the border wnn a oupi., ui
nernrdine
nitinn
- to an
anu auiniui....
reached
American mining man who
Satur-d-.- v
Douglas from that section late
He said that about 400 Yaquis inCalles, govthe army of Gen. P. Ellas
t annr had deserted and are
force iu the
on their way to join the
niountains.
ui

i

New Mexico.
g
At Golden a hydraulic
plant that the Santa Fe Gold Dredgwill be
ing Company is Installing
ready for operation by December 1st.
By a coincidence which may be a
good omen, a big strike of rich bonanza ore was made on the Lady Franklin group at Kingston, N. M., just at
the time when the value of silver was
at high mark.
The option on the principal properties of the Organ district taken by
Company has been
the Phelps-Dodg- e
taken up by the American Smelting
and Refining Company for $350,000.
An immediate payment of $30,000 was
made.
The Oaks Company is now mining
and milling $17 ore on the Deep Down
mine, one of their Central group. This
adds another shipper to Mogollón district and makes the fourth property
of the Caks Central group in which
they are maintaining a regular pro
Auto truck transportation
duction.
to mill Is under consideration, as there
are not enough burros In camp to
handle the production.
Wyoming.
Rumors persist concerning a shale
well having been brought in by the
Akron Oil and Gas Company in its
second well.
In
The Pathfinder well on
the Big Muddy field, has been straight
progressnow
Is
drilling
ened out and
ing In tho most satisfactory manner
Midwest drillers cut into productive
depth of 1,400 feet Iu the
shale at
well that is being drilled for the Joint
account cf the New York Oil and Cur
tli Companies.

RED CROSS WORK

LIABILITY

FOR AGENT'S ACTS

One Should Ascertain Limit of Responsibility Before Delegating Powers,
Says Arthur Train.

Most men think they can get along
without a lawyer. Arthur Train, the
Heads of American Relief Body famous author and lawyer, shows in an
article In the American Magazine how
Undertake Extensive Tour
foolish this belief Is. He says;
of the West
"The most dangerous practice of ordinary business, or even of ordinary
domestic Ufe, is the employment of an
agent or servant without first ascerTELL HOW MONEY IS SPENT taining how
far you can be made liable
tor contracts or purchases which he
may make.
Suppose that you have
Henry P. Davison, Chairman of War
allowed your hired man to buy a lawn
Council, and Harry D. Gibson,
mower and grass seed at the corner
General Manager, Make
store, that the storekeeper has called
Long Trip.
you up on the telephone, and that you
have told him that the order was all
At the end of the month you
Washington. ÁÍ the request of tho right.
Red Cross war council, Henry P. Da may perhaps receive a bill for all sorts
vison, chairman of the council, and of implements and supplies which you
Harry I. Gibson, general manager of have never received. Are you liable?
the American Red Cross, have under- Many things which you absolutely fortaken a tour through the West, In the bid your agent to do may yet be withcourse of which they will visit points in what the law calls the 'apparent
ut which division managers of the lied scope of his authority.'
The purCross have been stationed.
"In plain language this simply means
pose of the trip U) to meet with repre- that, when you employ another to act
sentatives of Red Cross chapters, also for you, you are bound by his acts and
with those who have contributed to agreements so long as they are such
Red Cross funds and with the publk as a reasonable man, In view of the
generally. It Is also the purpose ot general --nature of his employment,
the war council to render nn account would assume from all the circumto Interest the stances to be authorized.
Obviously,
of Its stewardship,
people In the work of the Red Cross If the shoe is on the other foot, and
and to let the public know Just how you have yourself delivered goods to
the $100,000,000 war fund is being uti- somebody else's foreman, In accordance with regular custom, It would
lized.
Beginning at St. Louis October 22, be unfair for the employer to refuse
the schedule for the trip called for to pay you for the goods on the ground
large meetings to be held successively that he has Instructed the foreman to
at Denver, San Francisco, Seattle, make no more purchases, when he has
given you no notice to that effect. Just
Minneapolis, Chicago nnd Cleveland.
what acts are 'apparently within the
Purpose of the Trip.
In announcing the purpose of the scope of an agent's authority. Is a
trip, Mr. Davison authorized the fol- question which even learned Judges
Bnd It hard to decide."
lowing statement:
"With the division of the United
Why Worry?
States into thirteen districts, each
May I pass on a suggestion that has
headed by a successful business mun
serving this country through the Red proved very helpful? We have all seen
Cross during the war, the Red Cross those pretty mottos which read, "Don't
organization in this country Is now Worry," and haven't they always called
complete. Also special Red Cross mis- forth the same old, petulant query,
sions, made up of competent and sym- "How can I help It?" Well, when you
pathetic American citizens have now want a new motto, have it read, "Why
You will be astonished at
arrived and are at work on behalf of Worry?"
the American Red Cross In France, the train of thought it will suggest,
says
a writer in Nnntilus. You look
Great Britain, Russia, Italy, Rouinaat it and say, "That's so. Why?" You
nla and Serbln.
to reason out "why." In the
down
sit
to
of
the
"Collections
the war fund
Red Cross up to October 1 amounted office where I work we have a "Why
Worry?" motto in green and white
to $04,424,232.00, of which $0,209,566.57
has been refunded to chnpters to pro stretched across one wall, and we bevide for their own Red Cross activities. lieve that motto has done more good
Up to that, time the war council had than all the "Don't Worry's" you could
And in the town. Of a vast number of
appropriated from the war fund
The Red Cross membership callers there are very few who do not
has just become more than four mil- make some comment all favorable
lion. Included In that membership are comments, too. The office staff gets
hundreds of thousands of American inspiration there with each new day,
women who are knitting, making sur-glc- and It is truly one of the office fixtures
dressings and comfort kits. The as is the manager's desk or the bookRed Cross war council is seeking to case filled with volumes from the pens
of our cleverest and most talented
render an account of its stewardship
to the American people In the most writers.
Sit down right now and ask your
effective manner possible. It Is giving
frequent announcements of its activi- own soul "Why Worry?"
ties and every fact concerning the
work of the Red Cross is available to
'Try an Upper Berth."
everybody. We now wish to go a step
A suggestion has been made to the
farther and give a detailed account of traveling public by the western roads
our stewardship, as well as to advise interested In war economy that travelwith Red Cross workers and support- ers try an upper berth. "Try an upers throughout the country as to Red per," they say, "you'll like it." The
Cross" policy and methods. We have idea is to fill every Pullman which Is
felt that this could best be done by ap- hauled, upper and lower, Instead of
pearing face to face before audiences hauling a string of them, in which only
of representative citizens, telling the the lower compartments are occupied.
Red Cross story, answering questions, All of which brings to mind that it
and ourselves gaining a more complete probably is the story of the proverbial
knowledge of public sentiment.
fat man and his difficulties in distributing himself comfortably over an upWould Inform Public.
"We are extremely anxious that the per which has established a prejudice
InIn the public mind against tho upper
people at large should be fully
formed as to the methods and policies berth. The railroad companies themadopted In handling the great fund selves give the following recommendwith which the Red Cross war council ation to the upper berth, so it must be
has been Intrusted and also that all so. "It Is 20 per cent less expensive
policies and activities of the Red Cross than the lower, the occupant is further
should bp in accord with a fully In- removed from the noise of the wheels,
formed public sentiment. The purpose Is out of the way of people moving up
of this trip Is not to solicit subscrip- and down the aisle, enjoys excellent
tions or to take collections, although ventilation and all the comforts supwe expect to give to the American plied by the lower berth." New York
people the latest advice we have re- Sun.
ceived as to conditions in France,
Switzerland as an Angel of Mercy.
Russia, Roumaiita, Italy nnd Serbia.
"Our reports Indicate that the AmerIn the early days of August, 1914,
ican Red Cross has an opportunity to when the furies of war descended upon
lend a helping hand and to carry a Europe, Switzerland realized that it
practical messnge of cheer to suffering would be her lot to act as angel of
humanity such as no philanthropic un- mercy the war sufferers and prisondertaking In the history of the world ers of her belligerent neighbors. The
has ever had before.'"
little Alpine republic was herself
Accompanying Mr. Davison and Mr. obliged to arm against possible violaGibson on this trip Is Rev. Robert Da- tions of her territory; she was forced
vis of Englewood, N. J., who has Just into an economic neutrality which desacrifices, and
returned from France, having gone to mands
Taris with the American Red Cross which at this time lias become an issue
commission In May.
of utmost Importance, writes Marie
Wldmer In the American Review of
But, notwithstanding her
Reviews.
Would Make Paper From Straw.
The manufacture of paper from the own heavy burdens and the serious
4,500,000 tons of straw which must ac- food problems confronting her, Switzcrue from the planting of 8,000,000 erland has not for one Instant paused
more acres ' of land In England to In her charitable activities on behalf
wheat Is advocated by farmers of the of suffering mankind, for she Is proud
realm. Prior to thei.vnr England man- and grateful that such a high and noufactured much paper, but, with the ble task has been allotted to her.
Importation of foreign pulp stopped,
Switzerland, the home of true de
the Industry has lapsed. The board mocracy, is, moreover, the land where
of agriculture of the Island has been that most benevolent institution, the
Red Cross, had Its foundation.
asked to act on the suggestion.

HERE AND THERE

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS'
Western Newspaper Union Ncwi Service.
DENVUH MAIIKETS.

Cattle.
Grass steers, good to eh. . .10.5012.0J
Grass steers, fair to good.. 9.00W1O.44
8.00. 8.71
Heifers, prime
Cows, grassera,
to eh.
Cows, grassers. fair to good 6.257.28
Cows, cannera and cutters 6.00
veal calves
7
6.7681
Bulla
Feeders, good to choice .... 9.6010.7I
S
feeders, rair to gooa
Z'Xi
6.25(&
8.01
Vaorifrm
nnn.nn In fal
O
7.7t
Stockers, good to choice ..
Btockera, fair to good ..... .265? 7.0

'

,i..i.;.....17.0017.6

Good bogs

...

.

Lamb

Feeder lamba
Ewes
Wethers

N
17.6018.25

17.7S

17. 25

11.40

10.60

11.5012.36

IIAY AND t.llAIH JIAIIKI-I'- .
P. 0.

13.

Denver. Carload Price

Inr.
n.. Ton.
nt,lv r,i...a
Colorado upland, per ton. .20.00

21.011

lo.vuv 22.00
hnv I
rnml Colo. 18.00 20 00
and Neb., i.ap ton
24.00
.l!2.0O
Timothy, per ton
(new crop) per lon.io.vw 20.00
rtiiaua
25.00
23 00
South Park, per tun
Gunnison Vallev. ner ton.. .21.00 23.00
6.00V 7.01
Straw, per tuu
Crntn.
Wheat, new. eh. mill. 100 lbs., buy
upland
ieuraska
maw
I't'airle

.1.97
1.97

Gats, Neb., 100 lbs., buying....
Colorado oats, bulk, buying.....
Corn chop, sack, selling
Corn In sack, selling
Bran, Culo., per 100 lbs., selling

S3

3.0

1.60

Flour.
patent
l)resrd Poultry. 1
fleRM 10'-Commission
26
.Springs
.
-- b
turkeys, fancy d. p
20
Turkeys, old toms
17
Turkeys, choice
23
Hens, lanev
Ducks, young

615

Hungarian

Geese

28
U
10

til

(u 211

16

1
1

Koostets

28
22
18
24.

14

l.lve I'uullry.
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
28
Springs
.20
22
18
liens, fancy, lb
10
8
KooHters, lb
23
4,26
Broilers, lb
Turkeys, 10 iba or over ....18 a 20
16
Ducks, young
Geese

u

10

Kpea. graded No.

B. Denver
iiCKS. aruoed No.
B. Denver
&KKS, cuse count,

bKica.

net. F. O.
net. i' O.
misc.. cases

1

41

2

34

9.005) 12.00
less commission
Sutler.
46
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.46
43
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb... .42
42
Process
37
36
Packing stock (net)
Kriilt.
Apples, Colo., new, fancy, box .75 2.50
1.00
1.35
Cantaloupes, pony crates
65
.90
Cantaloupes, flut crates
1.001.35
Plums, Colo., crate
36
.85
Peaches. Culo
1.76 4 2.50
Pears, Culo.
Strawberries, home gr., pu. ..S.6u4.00

I'wMlblfl.

Beeta, cwt
Beets. Colo., bells
Cabbage
Carrots, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
Celery
Unions, table, doz
Potatoes, cwt.
Tomatoes
Turnips, Colo., dor. bunches

1.50
2021 .25

1.15

1.251.50

1.50
.07
.60
2040 .25
z.uuig2.
06
25

.

02.02Va
.20

.25

IIID1CS ANU

IJry Hides.
30
Flint butcher, per lb..... ..
28
Flint fallen
16
Flint' bull and stag
15
Flint culls and slue
bait bides 23c lb. less,
lloraebldea 12 to 23 price ot green
salted.
Dry Fllul I'elts.
89
Wool Delta, uer lb.
36
Short wool pelts
24
Butcher shearlings iso. 1 ....
...
10
No. 2 murían shearlings
Bucks, suudles and pieces at value.
Green Salted I'etls.
1.00&2.00
Lamb and sheep, eacli .
7.1
50
Spring lambs
10
66
Shearlings
Cnlf anil Kin. Oreen Salted.
Deacona, each
1.001.25
22

70
16
24

50

76

60

Branded
Calfskin, per b
Horse, No. 1
Hurse, No. 2
Kip
Glue and l'uny
Colt

4.005.00
3.004.v0
18 V 20
2.002.50

Green Salted, cured Itldea, e?te.
16
Over 40 lbs., per lb
16
Under 40 lbs
12
Bull and slag
11
Glue hides and skins
Part cured,lb.1c less.
leas than cured.
Green, 2c
JlISCtil.l.AM
l HAUKICTS.
Prices Quoted for Metala. 17.00.
New York. Lead
Bar Silver 84 c.
Copper Casting. 823.1? ic.
42 3vd por os.
Bar
Silver
London.
St. Louis. Spelter, 87.95.
Boulder. Tungsten concentratea, 60
per cent, 820.00 25.00 per unit. Crude
ores, 60 per cent, 820.00025.00; 25 per
cent, 112. uOir 12.50; 10 per cent, 89.40
12.20 per unit.
Cnleago Live Stock Quotations.
Chicago. Hoga Bulk, 816.00 s 17.00;
mixed, 815.80
light, 81S.6017.10;
17.40; heavy, 316.75 6 17.40; rough, (15.76
15.95; pigs. Jll.tilifl6.00.
.76 17.10;
Cattle Native ateers,
Western steers, 65.90 13.65; atockera
6.0011.40;
cows and
and feeders.
calves, 89.00
4.8511.90;
heifers.
16.00.
ewes,
Sheep Wethers,
18.60 11.75; lambs, 818.00 18.25.
Price of Flax.
Duluth, Minn. Linseed On track,
; to arrive,
3.12
83.104: NoJ3.li
asked;
33.09
December,
vember,
83.03M bid; May, (3.06 asked.
Tork.--Sug- ar
Centrifugal. 6.90:
New
molasses, 6.02; fine granulated, 8.35.
Effaja.
Potatoeu and Poultry.
Butter.
Creamery, 38 hi 9
Chicago. Butter
Sure of One Meal.
42c.
poet,
chlrpvd
'Tve Just
"Well,"
the
ordinary
Egga Firsts. " 1787Hc:
flrate, 35 H 36c; at mark, caaes Includearned my Christmas dinner."
366 37c.
"So far In advance? What do you ed.Potatoea
Wlaconsin, Minnesota and
Michigan bulk, (1.Í06 1.80; do, sacka,
mean?"
er 1.35.
"Just sold a Santa Claus poem to a (1.25
Poultry Fowls, 18 H tí 20c; springs,
magazine."
190.
New York otten Prices.
Her Drawback.
New York. Cotton Middling. 28.66
28.07; December. 27.61 ; JanuOotober,
getting
Oldglrl's
chances
of
"Miss
ary, 37.16; March. 26.92; May, 26.81.
married are dwindling fast."
Blfrtu Butter.
"Yes; pity she's not In a business
tubs
Elgin. 111. Butter Twenty-fir- e
firm, then she could advertise for pro- - old
at 4314 cauta per pound.

Toleration is a better proof of lave
than action.
For shipping perishable goods long
distances a Russian has Invented an
artificial Ice. made by freezing solutions of salt at various degrees of
concentration.
A resident of Venezuela has applied
for a patent In that country upon a
new dry process for recovering tanning extracts from the fruit of the
sosal
dividivi plant.

MOTJNTAINAIR

M'INTOSH

Special Correspondence.

From the Independent.

A bunch of Mcintosh folks
were in Albuquerque during
Patriotic week.
Mr. Bennett came in last week
to see about his mother's place
northwest of here,
Miss Virginia Tutt spent the
week end with Joy Miller at Ce-

The Imbodens have finished
their threshing, and have 90,000
pounds of beans to market, besides their seed for next year's
crop. On account of the large
acreage and scarcity of hands, it
was necessary to cut some of the
beans early, which cut down the
yield somewhat.
The parents of T. L. Capt
came in the first of the week,
and are stopping with their son.
They may decide to locate here.
Mrs. M. B. Fuller returned last
Thursday night from Trinidad,
Colorado, where she has been
visiting her sister.
C. L. Burt, county superin
tendent, went to Santa Fe Sun
day evening, to appear before
the State Tax Commission Mon
day morning.
Montrose McEachern is now a
deputy Game Warden.
Mrs. R. J. Hershberger came
in the last of last week from
Wichita, Kansas, to spend the
winter with her daughter, Mrs.
C. H. Hector.
Tom Cox returned to Oklaho
ma the last of last week, where
he will close up business affairs,
returning in the spring to make
his home on his homestead near
Mountainair.
The Orme Mercantile Company
is preparing to load the first car
of beans for shipment
from
Mountainair this season. The
price paid the growers for these
is ten cents.
Clyde Mayo, manager of the
Fulton Mercantile Company, has
sold the business and building to
J. S. Dyer, who will take charge
about the 1st of November.
Clyde will go to Oklahoma to
close up some business affairs of
his mother's and feels it is better
to sell than to leave the business
in the hands of others, as he
would have to do.
Mrs. Mary E. Smith, Robert
E. Smith and Miss Winnie D.
Smith came in yesterday afternoon from Eric, Oklahoma, and
filed on homesteads last night,

dar Grove.

í

1
Shoulders A

All Baking
Cares

When CALUMET.
comes m, all baking
troubles take quick
f leave. You sro right
ahead and mix up baking materials, for biscuit- sm

cakes anything without fear
of uncertainty. Calumet makes
you forget failure.

CALUMET

BAKING POWDER
is the most popular because it does give
most Perfect results. It has the biggest demand because it is the most
The fact that it is the big.
gest seller provea mat 11 is uie ucai.
Atrial will convince you that there is
none justaspood. Huyacan it you
are not satisfied take it dock ana
get your money twcic.
Calumet contains only such ingre
dients as nave oeen approvea
otnciaiiy oy tne u. a. rooa .
Authorities.

Ti nn wW

yn Wy it

w iU
HIGHEST
QUALITY
HIGHEST
AWARDS
wkea yea

Yep

All Mcintosh turned out for
the Estancia fair and carried off
several first and second prizes
with their exhibits.
Frank Laws has sold his store
and is going into the cattle business.
S. M. Draper is working on
one of Clay Keen's ranches.
Mrs. W. A. Farmer entertained the Ladies' Aid last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Felton spent Sat
urday and- Sunday at Santa Fe
with Mrs. Yates and also, gathered some fruit to bring home
with them.
Mr. Laws and family motored
to Santa Fe Sunday.
W. W. Wagner has gone to the
southwestern part of the state
on business.
Mrs. W. A. Farmer has been
in Albuquerque putting up fruit.
Mrs. R. J. Archer left last Saturday for her home in Illinois.
-

MORIARTY

From the Moriarty Messenger.

Mrs. Hickman and daughter
and Mrs. Hooper who have been
visiting W. A. Williams left this
week for their homes in Texas.
Messrs. Shockey and Jester re-

WILLARD

From the Record

Postmaster F. J. Hathaway
has asked permission of the postal authorities at Washington to
move the postoffice to the new
Dr. Ottosen building, where he
xpeets to hand out three-cen- t
stamps to the public about the
first of November.
Geo. R. Underwood returned
Tuesday from, his old home in
Stephensvijle, Texas, where he
had been, to, dispose of his ranch
interests, He says be intends to
lfye. in WiUard till kingdom
comps,.
E-- . L, Smith,
three miles west
of town, threshed 7000 pounds of
beans froea SO acres.
F. G. McCabe and family spent
the forepart of the week in Albuquerque.
h L. Craig left Friitojr night
for Dalharti Texas, to pack up
and bring his famil to Willard,
where they intend) to mske their
permanent home.
Mrs. G, S. Alter departed this
week fon Qhiov where she will
remain,
veral weeks visiting
relafeea and friends.
F. L. Sandusky threshed his
beans last week.
The yield
from 20 acres was 500 pounds.

Gogoline and wife, and
Harve Bailey and wife left Sat-

turned from Hot Springs, N. M.,
Monday.
J. W. Sawyer arrived home
Wednesday from Oklahoma, accompanied by his bride. Mr. and
Mrs. Sawyer were married in
The
Altus on October 7th.
young couple are receiving congratulations from friends and
have taken up residence in their
apartment in the tirecklein bonding.
J
Estancia made a ten strike in
securing Tex Austin and his cowboy bunch of rough and fancy
riders direct from the big show
at Albuquerque during their
three day fair .this week. Go
after big game and get the people working together and the
towns of the Estancia valley will
come to the front

MRS.

SMITH

RECOMMENDS

CHAM

SERUM'S

TABLETS.

"I

have

hud

more

or less stomach

trouble for eight or ten years," write
Mrs. G. H. Smith, Brewerton, N. Y.
"When suffering from attacks of indigestion and heaviness after eating,
one or two of Chamberlain's Tablets
have always relieved me. I have also
found them a pleasant laxative."
These tableta tone up the stomach and
enable it to perform its functions naturally. If you are troubled with indigestion give them a trial, get well and

at)

weQ.

on

this

morn-

Mrs. Mary L. Porter filed on
an additional quarter section in
21 and 22, 1, 8 on Monday.
Mrs. Elizabeth T. Brooks came
in Saturday from Gomez. Texas,
and on Monday morning filed on
a section of land southwest of

PLEASANTEVIW

Special Correspondence.
Too late for last week.

Three new pupils enrolled at
school last week, making a total
Mrs.
of 27. Good attendance.
Leonard was a visitor on Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll with her
parents Mr, and Mrs. Mattox
took an outing Thursday over at
the old ruins. '
Mr. Early, who recently sold
his home, has bought back in
this neighborhood, 160 acres
place.
known as the Holcomb
We are glad to have this family
remain here.
Mrs. Owen and daughter Viola
are in the Gran Quivira neighborhood attending the bedside of
a sick daughter.
J. L. Edmond of Tucumcari
passed through this section Mon
day, enroute to Magdalena with
his herd of horses.
Nash Williams returned Thurs
day from Miama, Texas, where
he visited his brother who was
leaving for San Antonio in the
U. S. service.
Seth Williams drove his herd
of cattle in from ' near Estancia
Sunday, and turned them loose
on 480 acres of good grass and
water to feast awhile.
John McElaney and herdsmen
are camped in this section with
a hundred head of horses and
They are from Lubbock,
mules.
Texas, and are locating in Arizona. The gentlemen have some
good stock and will sell or trade
They report stock
for beans.
conditions in Texas distressing.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday night, singing Sunday night.
Bro. Perkins and a gentleman
friend attended Sunday school,
and Bro Perkins preached at 11
o'clock Sunday.

WIRE:
Here is the latest from the market. HOT OFF THE
(We were trying to sell) :
Telegrams received:
Trinidad, Colo., 8:36 A. M..
Estancia, N. M.
Co.,
Seed
Herzstein
H.
Subject prior purchase offer nine half Estancia one car.
Market very weak Trinidad Bean Co.
Night Letter.
Trinidad, Colo..
H. Herzstein Seed Co., Estancia, N. M.
purYour price high. Can move one car subject prior
Bought one today quarter
chase nine half your station.
Isbell Colo., Co.
on thirty-fiv- e
Clayton, N, M. , 3:57 P. M. .
Paying eight here. Can sell quick nine forty. Clayton
market very quiet, scarcely anything doing.
H. Herzstein Seed Co.

,,;,

Telegram sent:

Night Letter.
Estancia, N. M.
Isbell Bean Co., Detroit, Mich.,
What do you know about government regulation up
there? We have advice from food administration that
What
government will not set price of beans to grower.
Growers demanding
are you paying farmers for whites?
twelve; believe ten will buy. We are quoting ten here for
H. Herzstein Seed Co. of Estancia.
one car prompt.

,

Telegram received in answer to above;
Detroit Mich., 10:36 A. M., Day Letter.
H. Herzstein Seed Co., Estancia, N.M.
Government has taken no definite stand but intimates
We buying pintos eight
will unless price is reduced.
quarter, north bidding nine for choice. Trade slumping.
Bought imported yesterday seven fifty, bagged, duty paid.
The Isbell Bean Co.

We don't ask or advise
We are giving you the situation.
It is up to you to use your own judgyou to sell or hold.
ment. If you want to sell, don't fail to give us a chance at
your stuff. We can get you all it is worth.

H.

Herzstein Seed Co.
Estancia,

Phone 46

Property
good
black
of
I have 320 acres

To Exchange for Estancia

cotton and wheat land near Abi
lene, Texas, also a three-roohouse and 1 acre of land in North
Park in Abilene; will exchange
for good residence, business
property or merchandise, or
small stock ranch near estancia.
L. Spencer, 1020 N. 1st St.,
Abilene, Texas.

CHAMBERLAIN'S

COUGH

N. M.

THE

REMEDY

MOST

RUMBLE.

After manv vears' experience in the
use of it and other cough medicines,
there are many who preter inamDer-lain'- a
tn ana nfhpr. Mrs. A. C. Kir- stein, Greenville, ills., writes, "Cham.
berlain's Cough Remedy has been used
in mw mnHier'a home and mine for
years, and we always found it a quick
cure lor coias ana urvnanai uuuurco.
We find it to be the most reliable cough
medicine we have used."

The Farmer's

Friend

Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
MOUNTAINAIR,
N. M.
Mountainair State Bank,
STRENGTH and SERVICE

W. E. Martin of Belén
Will be in Estancia

Nov.

A Service Car

A.

urday for California where they
will make their, home in the future.
G. C; Malone of Hereford,
Texas, arrived; this week as
scheduled with a fine bunch of
Jersey cows. He likes the country so well that he decided ta
make his home here, and will
leave tonight to pack up. audi
bring his family to Willard. Before leaving he negotiated: for a
homestead on the Mesa.
A. P. Ogier is our new station
agent at the Santa Fe. Di A.
Yeager resigned.
G. B. Salas will ship 12 cars of
sheep to California this week.

BEAN GROWERS

son-in-la-

y

returning home
ing's train.

adjoining the filing of
R. E. Cleveland.
her
Another cottage is going up on
the Cooper Addition to Mountainair, this one being for D. P.
Chappell, and is located near
that of his father.
W. D. Shaw has purchased a
block of land from Mrs. J. E.
Veal, and contemplates building.
C. E. Bigelow, G. T. McWhirter
and Mrs. Hattie Orme are likewise purchasers of tracts in the
same addition.

Scholle,

'TPHE service it gives in return
for a modest outlay
mends the Overland Light Four
to the veteran car owner.
com-

its fast
its stamina for the
long haul and sustained speed,
would be remarkable in a much
higher priced car.
Its

get-awa- y,

drives.

PHOTOGRAPHS

wheelbaseand cantilever springs take care of that.
ch

But it is small enough to be
handled with less effort than
any other car that will serve you
so well and in such comfort.

WANTED!
500 Acres Plowed

W. R. MEftDOR
Light Four
$750.00
Subject

to Nov. 5

An opportunity to secure the best in

is .big enough and comfortable enough for your longest

It

106-in-

1

Toledo
mt.fc.
to chaac vtUwut

BxrtMt

Will let contract for plowing of 500 acres southwest of Estancia, in lots of not less than 40
acres to each contract. Will pay agreed price
per acre, plowman to furnish everything necessary.

Plowing must be completed

.
before Nov.

30,

1917.

ISAAC BARTE
Albuquerque,

New Mexico

